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EUROPE's 
cover features 
"Brabo," the 
celebrated hero 
of Antwerp. 
According to 
much-revised 
legend dating 
back to the 

12th century, 
Brabo slayed 
the giants who 
were 
demanding 
huge fees from 
boat captains 
on the river 
Scheidt and 
thereby opened 
the city to free 
trade. His 
imposing figure 
is captured for 
eternity 
throwing away 
the hand of one 
of the giants, 
believed to 
represent 
Antwerp's 
many foreign 
occupiers. 
Brabo's 
exploits are 
further 
immortalized in 
the city's 
name, which is 
said to have 
originated from 
the Dutch 
expression 
Hand Werpen, 
meaning "to 
throw away the 
hand." 
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Letter from the Editor 

The three R's-Russia, recession, and restructuring of busi
nesses and economies-dominate the economic news from Eu
rope, the United States, and Japan as the world's wealthiest nations 
prepare for their annual summit in Tokyo next month. 

The so-called G7 economic summit is in reality a G8 gathering 
as the EC is an active participant in the most important G7 meet
ings throughout the year. 

Henning Christophersen, the EC commissioner for economic 
and financial affairs, speaks out on the major economic 
problems facing the industrialized nations today. 
Christophersen compares the new EC growth and stimu
lus package to the one being proposed by the Clinton ad
ministration. The commissioner presents a different per
spective on European interest rates and looks at EC 
assistance to Russia and the other former Soviet re
publics. 

Lionel Barber and Barry Wood profile the industrial
ized nations' plans for solving today's economic prob
lems and look at the key financial leaders in Europe, the 
United States, and Japan. They both feel that the United 
States is once again taking the lead in finding solutions 
to the major economic problems of the day. 

Hans van den Broek, the EC commissioner for external political 
relations, presents a candid look at the war in Bosnia and Europe's 
response to the conflict. Commissioner van den Broek assesses 
the current situation in Russia and the other former Soviet re
publics and discusses their difficult future. 

Europe and Japan's relations are not as involved as EC-US or 
Japanese-US relations, but there are many areas of cooperation be
tween the two that unfortunately are being overshadowed by 
Japan's trade surplus with Europe. 

Bruce Barnard analyzes Japanese and EC investment and trade 
with one another. While many European firms are having prob
lems in breaking through the many barriers to successfully invest 
in Japan, Japanese firms are investing throughout the EC. 

Antwerp is Europe's Cultural Capital this year. The beautiful 
Belgian city is pulling out all stops to put on a good performance. 
EUROPE explores the many festivities being presented in Antwerp 
throughout the year. 

Belgium takes over the EC presidency next month. With the 
successful vote on the Maastricht Treaty in Denmark last month, 
the Belgians will be working on the implementation of Maastricht. 

Dick Leonard, writing from Brussels, shows how the Belgian 
government is preparing for the EC presidency. Leonard also pre
sents an in-depth look at the King of Belgium and the history of the 
monarchy in the country. 

Our July I August issue of EUROPE profiles Germany and in
cludes interviews with the German minister of economics and the 
CEO of Siemens Corporation. We also present a travel guide to 
Berlin and take a look at Jil Sander, the popular German fashion 
designer. 
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The EC has had an associ- Czechoslovakia-would also union with the European the Black Sea Economic Co-
ation agreement with be given priority over Community. This had been operation Council, which 
T~rkey for 30 ye~rs, and Turkey. foreshadowed in the 1963 as- Turkey has sponsored, new 
It Is no exaggeratiOn to The ending of the cold sociation agreement, but it trading links have been es-
say that it has been a war added initially to the had long ago been aban- tablished with Balkan coun-

profound disappointment to Turks' sense of rejection. cloned as a practical objective. tries such as Bulgaria, Roma-
both sides. Although there From having been in the The Turks came to see it as a nia, and Moldova, with the 
were some finite initial bene- frontline of resistance to the shot to keep in their locker, Ukraine and southern Rus-
fits, the original concept of Soviet threat, they were sud- only to be brought into play sia, and with the Caucasian 
developing an ever closer re- denly marginalized when this during the transitional period republics of Georgia, Arme-
lationship never came to threat abruptly disappeared. following a successful mem- nia, and Azerbaijan. 
fruition. It would have been under- bership negotiation. Yet it is with the six for-

There were, undoubtedly, standable in the circum- At the end of 1991, how- mer Soviet central Asian re-
faults on both sides. The stances if the Turks had sulk- ever, the Turks suddenly publics-five of which speak 
promise of free entry of Turk- ily turned inward upon changed tack, deciding that Turkish languages-that 
ish workers into the Commu- themselves. Instead, the op- they should offer an early Turkey has established the 
nity, made at a time of rapid posite occurred. In the Gulf date for a customs union in most significant links. De-
economic expansion, was War, despite the heavy cost advance of any membership spite its relative poverty, 
promptly dropped in 1980 involved in cutting off trade negotiation. They calculated Turkey has extended some 
when most of the EC states, and closing down the oil that this would send a clear $2 billion in credits and 
including Germany (the main pipelines from Iraq, Turkey message to the EC of the se- grants for infrastructure pro-
host of the Turkish influx), vigorously supported the riousness of their intentions jects in the six countries. It is 
were in recession. On their United Nations' cause. and that it would give a salu- involved in more than 1,000 
side, the Turks failed to re- Although there were tary jolt to Turkish industry joint ventures and has 
duce tariffs on imports from reservations, both in Turkish by exposing it to much awarded 10,000 scholarships 
the EC to the extent that had political circles and among fiercer competition. for Central Asians in Turkish 
been anticipated. The Turk- the predominantly Islamic At a meeting of the EC- universities. Turkey is also 
ish occupation of northern population, this initiative by Turkey association council, a actively involved in identify-
Cyprus in 197 4, the military the late President Turgut timetable was agreed to ad- ing projects for the EC's re-
takeover in 1980, and subse- Ozal paid off handsomely, vance toward a customs cently created Technical As-
quent human rights abuses, both in terms of relations union by January 1, 1996. sistance to the CIS program 
did nothing to improve the with the United States, which This would make Turkey the (TACIS). 
climate between Turkey and stepped up its economic as- only country not in full mem- If all these developments 
the Community. sistance, and with the coun- bership to have as close an continue unhindered, Turk-

Yet the Turks stubbornly tries of Western Europe. economic relationship with ish membership in the EC 
clung to their EC link, which These have sharply in- the Community. may be closer than people 
they saw as a symbol of their creased their investment in Already the economic have previously realized. For 
European identity and pas- Turkey, notably in defense links are extensive. Turkey is that to be achieved, however, 
sion for modernization. They industries, where several now the EC's tenth largest there will need to be a settle-
applied for full Community large joint ventures have trading partner with Turkish ment to the Cyprus question, 
membership in 1987, only to been launched. imports totaling more than the recent ceasefire between 
see their application deferred Political relations with $9 billion and exports around the Turks and their Kurdish 
indefinitely and to find them- France and Germany, and $7 billion-in each case rebels must be consolidated 
selves leapfrogged by later with the EC itself, have be- around half of Turkey's total into a lasting peace, and 
applicants such as Austria, come a great deal warmer, foreign trade. newly elected President Su-
Sweden, Finland, and Nor- and Turkey has joined the What has excited EC leyman Demirel must press 
way. Somewhat later, it was Western European Union as traders in recent years is that on energetically with the 
made clear that some of the an associate member. Turkey has become an im- democratic reforms intro-
former communist states of A crucial decision was the portant bridge- the most im- duced by his predecessor, 
Eastern Europe-Poland, Turkish resolve to press portant bridge-to opportuni- Turgut Ozal. @ 
Hungary, and the former ahead toward a customs ties further east. Through -Dick Leonard 
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urope's preoccupation with its 
own economic problems have 
prompted some to look to the 
US and its new president as a 
potential savior. Whatever the 
doubts about Bill Clinton's 

power to rejuvenate the US economy, it is 
clear that he has changed the terms of the 
US domestic debate. Government is no 
longer viewed as the problem, and, in fact, it 
may be part of the solution. In the global eco
nomic debate, it is possible to detect a new 
trend toward economic activism. 

This shift in mood comes amid a world
wide effort to restructure business and indus
try to prepare for the competitive challenges 
of the 21st century. Japanese companies are 
already taking the previously unthinkable 
steps of laying off workers and pushing man
agers into early retirement. Germany, the en
gine at the heart of Europe, is experiencing a 
second industrial revolution as it wrestles 
with the costs of unification. The US econ
omy is recovering faster than its competitors, 
but no companies have been able to escape 
the painful streamlining needed to meet 
global competition. Ask IBM. 

The first sign of a more aggressive ap
proach to economic management came dur
ing Clinton's State of the Union address to 
Congress in early February. Despite obvious 
weaknesses in terms of curbing spending, it 
was a brilliantly improvised speech which 
conceded at last that critics of the US federal 
budget deficit in the 1980s had been right all 
along. The reaction in Europe and Japan was 
enthusiastic. 

The State of the Union address contained 
two political truths. If Clinton intends to per
suade allies to support US goals on trade or 
international economic policy coordination, 
he must lead by example. At the same time, 
Clinton-style activism will fall well short of 
Roosevelt's New Deal or Johnson's New Soci
ety because of US budgetary constraints. 
Clinton needs a recovery in Japan and Europe 
to deliver the economic growth which is his 
best hope of curbing the budget deficit, one 
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Restructu 

B y Lion el Ba r be r 

of the most important issues on which he 
will be judged in his reelection bid in 1996. 

As a senior White House official re
marked, ''What we all realized very quickly 
was how you can't pursue a national strategy 
in isolation. Everything is interconnected." 

This same theme of global interdepen
dence appeared in Clinton's foreign policy 
address at the Naval Academy in Annapolis, 
Maryland, in April. In his speech, President 
Clinton explained the West's stake in help
ing Russia as it struggles with three simul
taneous revolutions: the battle to overcome 
the communist legacy and create a democ
racy; the transformation of a command 
economy into a market economy; and the 
transition from an empire to a modem na
tion-state which respects the integrity of the 
countries once under its yoke. 

"Nothing could contribute more to global 
freedom, to security, to property than the 
peaceful progression of this rebirth of this 
Russia. It could mean a modem state, at 
peace not only with itself but with the world. 
It could mean one productively and prosper
ously integrated into a global economy, a 
source of raw materials and manufactured 
products and a vast market for American 
goods and services. It could mean a popu
lous democracy contributing to the stability 
of both Europe and Asia," said Mr. Clinton. 

The president's message was that how
ever much he might be inclined to give pri
ority to domestic politics, Russia is too big to 
ignore. Vital US and Western interests are at 
stake. First, successful Russian economic re
form would offer the chance to reduce the 
Russian military's 20,000 strategic and nu
clear warheads; second, Russia could be
come "a partner in global problem-solving" 
covering regional political conflicts or envi
ronmental problems; third, the US could ex
ploit the diminished Russian security threat 
to invest in its own economic future. 

American allies, notably Germany, have 
been pressing these arguments for at least 
three years. But aid to Russia remains a 
multi-billion dollar, long-haul gamble at 
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best. Germany, which has contributed 
as much as 60 percent of total Western 
aid to date, is preoccupied with its own 
economic difficulties. Japan views Rus
sia as the closest thing on earth to a 
bottomless pit, and its leaders do not 
share the West's newly-won enthusi
asm for Yeltsin. "We are only interested 
in stability," says a senior Japanese offi
cial, "and stability in Russia does not 
necessarily mean democracy." 

There is, too, a suspicion that Clin
ton's enthusiasm for aid to Russia is to 
preempt a "Who Lost Y eltsin?" debate in 
the United States. Still, his aggressive 
leadership has persuaded allies to sup
port a mixture of old and new measures 
including a $15 billion debt relief pack
age, $10 billion in new long-term IMF 
loans, $10 billion in new export credits, 
and a $6 billion stabilization fund. Further 
discussions on implementation will take 
place at the Group of Seven (G7) industri
alized nations' summit in Tokyo in July. 

The G7, itself, is experiencing some
thing of a renaissance after a period of 
stagnation during the Bush administra
tion. While it is premature to suggest 
that the Group should be the chosen 
forum for international economic man
agement, there have been encouraging 
signs of progress. Treasury Secretary 
Lloyd Bentsen has spoken favorably 
about the Group of Seven cooperating 
more closely on monetary affairs. 
Japan, with one eye on allied state
ments demanding a reduction in its 
trade surplus, has produced a preemp
tive fiscal strike ahead of the Tokyo 
summit: an emergency spending pro
gram valued at $116 billion. Mean
while, the European Commission in 
Brussels is pressing hard for the G7 to 
coordinate a new growth policy to com
bat recession and promote recovery. 

Grim statistics explain why. Since 
1990, output growth has on average 
hovered around one percent in the Eu
ropean Community. Unemployment is 
heading toward 11 percent; more than 
17 million are out of work in Europe 
this year. Members of the European 
Free Trade Area (EFTA) such as Aus
tria, Finland, Norway, Sweden-Sl!P
posedly the rich club members of Eu
rope-are suffering. Unemployment 
may rise to seven percent this year
three times the average rate in the 
1980s. As a recent EFTA study con
cluded, "Even a normal recovery in out
put growth in the European countries 
in 1994 and thereafter is unlikely to be 

enough to reduce current rates of un
employment appreciably." 

Yet EC members have little or no 
room for fiscal maneuvers to employ 
Keynesian-style reflation policies to re
vive their economies. The Maastricht 
Treaty's obligations to control budget 
deficits to ensure the necessary "conver
gence" of economic performance re
quired for European Monetary Union 
are simply too tight. While some are urg
ing flexibility, there is little appetite for 
such a move in Germany. The prescrip
tion seems to be to "tough it out" until 
the end of the present economic cycle. 
'There is no side entrance for monetary 
union," says Dr. Helmut Schlesinger, 
president of the Bundesbank. 

Germany's own economic woes 
serve as a model for Europe's struggle 
to maintain pace with the US and Japan. 
Despite Chancellor Kohl's bold predic
tion that unification could be success
fully managed without raising taxes, 
most far-sighted analysts and politicians 
in the East and West believe it could be 
20 years to bring together the capitalists 
and the former communist half of the 
country. Unemployment in the East is 
35 percent and rising. The psychologi
cal cost is higher. "Germany is like the 
US after the Civil War," says a German 
ambassador in Europe, "it will take a 
generation to heal the wounds." 

Yet there are long-term benefits in 
the process of unification. Industrial en
terprises in western Germany have dis
covered they have become over
manned and under-productive during 
the last decade of growth. In mechani
cal engineering alone, around 150,000 
jobs are likely to be lost. Some German 
experts say up to 2.5 million jobs may 
be superfluous. The magnitude of the 
revolution was summed up this year 
when the heads of Thyssen and Krupp
Roesch, legendary names in German 
industry, threatened to pull out of steel
making if they could not make their 
businesses profitable. 

It may be a bluff, but it surely signals 
a different approach from the defeatist 
drift of the 1930s. By mid-1993, it is 
clear that the West will require plenty 
of determination and political courage 
if it is to meet the challenges of the 
three "R's"-Russia, recovering from 
the recession, and restructuring.@ 

Lionel Barber is the Brussels bureau 
chief of the Financial Times. 
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So far so good. The run-up to the Tokyo Summit has gone well. After 

years of drift the major industrial nations seem ready to put aside 
- -

feuding and really cooperate to improve the health of the global econ-

omy. There are proposals to institutionalize the Group of Seven (or 

G7, but in truth eight as the EC attends all the. i_mportant meetings in

cluding the annual economic summits) and stretch its mandate be

yond annual heads of state summits and meetings of finance minis

te-rs. Its role could expand into trade, the environment, an~ most • .. 

importantly security. . . ... :· ..... "' . . ' 
The Japanese say there are three broad subjects to ~-discussed at 

Tokyo. They are: ho'! to booSt growth in tb~. world economy, aid for 
r • 

democracy and the free market transformation in Russia, and forging 

a new partnership with .. the developing countries of Asia, Latin Amer

ica, and A~ca Summit planners cau~ion to expect no surprises at 
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~resident; Ganaiia a is 73. Itiillarl mister Carlo ~i is 72, and EC 
, and Italy a caretaKer Commission Pre tdent Jacques Delors,. attending his 

government. is transition time in ninth summit is 67. 
Tokyo. This years meeting may be hap- Below the leaders, the cast of characters is changing as 
pening in Tokjo, but this is really Bill well. Norman Lamont, the United Kingdom's chancellor 
Clinton's summit All eyes are on the not of the exchequer since John Major's ascendancy in 1990, 
yet 47-year-old ffinerican president, who has been replaced by Kenneth Clarke. Theo Waigel, Ger

has beerr on the job for only five months. Given his uneven many's longtime finance minister, may be yielding his 
start with Congress, the world community is watching to portfolio to become head of government in his home state 
see if Mr ~ Clinton can Pascal Lamy, • longtime advisor to Jacques Delors, Is the EC's of Bavaria. 
rally his foreign partners sherpa to the Tokyo summit. Transition is also oc-
and build a broad con- curring further behind the 
sensus within the G7. scenes, among the in:tlu-

Aside from his jour- ential deputies who shape 
ney to Vancouver to not only these annual 
meet Boris Y eltsin in meetings but the policy 
April, Tokyo is Mr. Clin- options presented to the 
ton's deBut on the inter- leaders. The most notable 
national stage. The absentee is David Mul-
Arkansas politician per- ford, the rakish American, 
sonifies the transition who vacated the intema-
under way in the sum- tional job at the Treasury 
mit process. Men born Department to become an 
during or after World investment banker. He 
War II are taking leader- has been replaced by 
ship, while veterans in Lawrence Summers, who 
the twilight of their ca- at 38 has already been 
reers move slowly to- chief economist at the 
ward the exits. World Bank and a full pro-

The old guard at fessor at Harvard. The 
Tokyo is Fran~ois Mit- ambitious Mr. Summers 
terrand and Helmut played a critical role along 
Kohl. e french presi- with former Rhodes 
dent, no 73 and in de- scholar and Time maga-
clining health, is attend- zine reporter Strobe Tal-

Transition lime in Tokyo 
ing his 13th economic summit. At Tokyo he is compelted 
to share the linielight with newly elected Edouard Bai~ 
ladur, the rightist prime minister~ 64. 

Chancellor Kohl is still only 63, but after 11 years on 
the job and the triumph of unification behind him, there is 
talk in Gennany: of endzeitstimmung, the feeling that the 
Kohl er '" J::it tie coming to an end However, there ap
pears to e nothing or no one on the political horizon to 
suggest iliat this is a correct assumption. 

When the leaders stand shoulder to shoulder at the 
Akasaka Palace for the inevitable group photo, only two of 
the group will be unable to remember World War II. They 
are Mr. Clinton and John Major, who just reached his 
50th birthday. 

q}tis year's host, Kiichi Miyazawa, like Mr. Mitterrand 
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bot in crafting the Western aid package to Russia unveiled 
at the April meetiag of the G7 foreign and finance ministers. 

On the European side, Pascal Lamy, longtime adviser 
to Jacques Delors, is the EC's sherpa. Horst Koehler, the 
long-serving summit sherpa and state secretary in the Ger
man finance ministry, leaves his job after Tokyo. Mr. 
Koehler, 50, has been a forceful advocate of increased aid 
for Russia. 

On the American side there has been a subtle change in 
summit planning. The sherpa's job has moved to the new 
National Economic Council, headed by former investment 
banker Bob Rubin. In what is called a coup for Mr. Rubin, 
technocrat Bob Fauver has been designated chief sherpa 
and shifted from the State Department to the White House. 

-Barry U. Wovd 



On policy coordination, there is al
ready tangible evidence that the major 
countries have brought their economic 
policies into better balance. Where a 
year ago, interest rates were rising in 
Europe and falling in America, now 
rates are coming down in Europe, 
America, and Japan. At long last the 
United States is attacking its chronic 
budget deficit. And the Japanese are 
boosting government spending in an ef
fort to lift the economy out of its worst 
slowdown since World War II. 

Is it premature to proclaim that after 
a period of neglect the G7 is back on 
track? Probably. Even G7 enthusiasts, 
like former State 
Department official, 

lar meetings that began in April. 
In May Bill Clinton said, ''When I go 

to the (summit) in July ... the United 
States will be a success story in the 
making." That, he continued, would be 
in contrast to past summits where for
eign leaders kept "telling us to get our 
financial house in order." Indeed just 
after the inauguration, it did look like 
the United States was the only star per
former among the G7 members. 
Growth exceeded four percent. For the 
first time in 12 years the president's 
party controlled the Congress, Bill Clin
ton was likened to John Kennedy, and 
his tax-increasing/ deficit-reducing bud-

get plan was winning 
support. But th en 

Goldman Sachs in
vestment banker 
Bob Hormats, say 
the true test is 
based on follow
through. "The 
Group of Seven," 
says Mr. Hormats, 
"has shown consid
erable leadership on 
quickly getting a 
Russian aid pro
gram together. Now 
they have to make 
sure that the aid is 
delivered and the 
(Russian) reforms 
implemented." 

"The Group of Seven," 

says Mr. Hormats, "has 

shown considerable 

came a decline in eco
nomic growth, the de
feat of his fiscal stim -
Ius plan, a fail e d 
attempt to lead in 
Bosnia, and further 
decline in the polls. 
Suddenly Bill Clinton 
looked human. He 
would like a success
ful summit in Tokyo 
next month. 

But it is on trade 
that the credibility 
of the summit lead-

leadership on quickly 

getting a Russian aid 

program together. Now 

they have to make sure 

that the aid is delivered 

and the (Russian) 

reforms implemented." 

Back in February 
Mr. Clinton's Secre
tary of the Treasury, 
Lloyd Bentsen, said 
the new administra
tion would try to rein
vigorate the Group of 
Seven. The 72-year-

ers is on the line. 
German Chancellor Helmut Kohl, visit
ing Washington in March, told Presi
dent Clinton he couldn't imagine facing 
reporters in Tokyo with yet another 
summit declaration promising an early 
end to the problematic Uruguay Round 
of trade liberalization talks. Such 
promises have come from every sum
mit since 1988. 

Accordingly, the leaders hope to 
have the outlines of a trade deal done 
before Tokyo. This is a formidable chal
lenge. The task of doing the deal falls to 
two individuals in particular: US Trade 
Representative Mickey Kantor and the 
new EC External Economic Affairs 
Commissioner Sir Leon Brittan. Both 
are lawyers, new to their portfolios, 
and possess immediate access to their 
bosses. Together the two have made 
progress on matters as disparate as 
market access and agriculture in regu-

old Texan, the elder 
statesman of the Clin

ton team, has so far made good on that 
pledge. There have already been three 
meetings of G7 ministers. Contacts 
have been regularized and expanded. 
The April meeting in Washington was 
described by one participant as a kind 
of "love fest," where ministers congrat
ulated one another on the sensible non
inflationary growth policies their gov
ernments are pursuing. 

But dangers lurk. There was a 
strong element of arm-twisting in the 
latest aid package for Moscow. All is 
not well between Russia and Japan, 
where there is resentment over Presi
dent Yeltsin's second postponement of 
an official visit to Japan. Consultant 
Steve Hanke, an economics professor 
at Johns Hopkins, detects a "disturbing 
trend" toward economic intervention
ism within the G7. Mr. Hanke worries 
that taxpayer money is being funneled 

into Russia without normal IMF con
straints and that the yen-dollar ex
change rate is being manipulated by 
politicians. 

In a time of global instability and un
certainty there are other problems 
within the Group of Seven club. The 
US-Japan trade relationship is particu
larly fragile at this time. The early sig
nals from President Clinton suggesting 
that the yen was undervalued and hint
ing of retaliatory trade penalties were 
not well received in Tokyo. At the same 
time the Japanese resent the arm twist
ing that forced them to open their wal
lets to Russia without corresponding 
progress toward resolving their territo
rial dispute with Russia. 

As with the best clubs, care will be 
taken to assure that members are not 
publicly embarrassed, particularly the 
host. President Boris Yeltsin, a kind of 
associate member attending his second 
annual meeting, will again be received 
either just before or after the formal 
sessions. He will be offered a special 
lunch or dinner and receive the media 
exposure normally reserved for the 
eight leaders. 

Care has been taken to avoid the 
kind of problem that resulted from the 
undertakings made to President Yeltsin 
last year at Munich. The press trum
peted the $24 billion aid program. In the 
end much of that money was not dis
bursed. This time summit planners ex
pect the first installment of the new and 
bigger aid program to have been deliv
ered before the Tokyo meeting. There, 
presumably, the focus will be on what 
measures Mr. Yeltsin is taking to assure 
that the money will not be wasted. 

The economic summits began in 
1975 as a deliberative forum, at which 
leaders methodically examined arcane 
economic and financial matters they sel
dom talked about one to another. That 
early focus on exchange rates gradually 
evolved into today's media circus, plati
tudes, and haggling over wording in 
communiques few people read. Now, at 
.a time of transition, there is the opportu
nity to recast the summit process and el
evate the G7 into something more, a 
kind of economic security council or 
global steering committee. C3 

Barry D. Wood writes about economics 
from Washington, DC. His article about 
the privatization of state-run companies 
in Eastern Europe, "Catching the Wave," 
appeared in EUROPE's November issue. 
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Henning Christophersen, EC commissioner for economic 

and financial affairs, spoke with EUROPE Editor-in-Chief 

Robert J. Guttman in Washington about the key economic 

problems facing Europe, the EC growth initiative, aid to 

Russia, the recession, and recovery. 

EC COMMISSIONER Henning 
Chr·stophersen 
Could you explain what the growth initia
tive is that has been proposed by the EC to 
spur Europe out of its recession? 

The growth initiative is one impor
tant part of our macroeconomic strat
egy. The main objective is to strengthen 
the investment activities, which is done 
in two different ways. The Community, 
as such, has opened two new credit fa
cilities which together will promote in
vestments over the next 18 to 20 
months, and the member states have to
gether with [the EC Commission] iden
tified the number of areas where they 
are prepared to increase their public in
vestments that can be transferred, such 
as infrastructure, environmental pro
jects, and telecommunications. But the 
interesting thing is that these projects 
will be financed by a reallocation of pub
lic resources. So we're not going to get 
higher public deficits, but spending in 
other areas will be reduced or kept 
under tight control. This is the main 
content of the plan. A conservative as
sessment is that it will provide between 
400,000-500,000 extra jobs and 7.6 per
cent more growth over the two-year pe
riod than we otherwise would have had. 
But it is only a part of the general eco
nomic strategy. 

Another important part is to pave the 
way for lower interest rates. This has 
also been done by our member states by 
implementing the so-called "conver-
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gence programs," which means macro
economic programs that bring fiscal poli
cies of the member states much closer to 
each other. We'll see during the rest of 
1993 a further lowering of interest rates. 
This is another part of the strategy. You 
can see the same philosophy in the pol
icy of the US administration. 

Do you consider Europe's stimulus pack
age to be similar to the recent Clinton ad
ministration economic package? 

Yes, it is very much like that. 

Is it constructed the same way? 

Yes. Our programs are parallel, and 
the Japanese package is very much the 
same. 

Europe is in a major recession, and unem· 
ployment is quite high, higher than in the 
US. What else is being done to help? 

On top of the fiscal stimulus and low 
interest rates, we are trying to see how 
we can get our marketplace to work bet
ter and how we can strengthen competi
tion. We are doing that by opening our 
markets. The single market strategy is 
in itself a growth-promoting strategy. 
We have just decided to open the 
telecommunications market. We are try
ing to reform our labor markets in many 
of the member states. We need flexible 

labor markets. This kind of medium sort 
of supply side is very, very important. 
And finally, we need the quick conclu
sion of the GATI negotiations. We are 
trying to accumulate a number of initia
tives, fiscal stimulus, supply-side mea
sures, monetary measures, and trade 
measures to stimulate the economy. 

Is privatization and restructuring going on 
throughout Europe? 

Yes. In some member states every
thing is private. For example, in my 
country (Denmark), it is very difficult to 
find a state-owned company. I don't 
know if there are any state-owned com
panies. But in a number of member 
states, you see a systematic privatization 
effort, and these efforts are included in 
the convergence programs, which a 
member state has to submit to the Com
munity for discussion, examination, and 
approval. In a number of these programs 
you have privatization programs. That 
applies to Italy, which has a large-scale 
privatization program, as well as to 
Greece and Portugal. There are also pri
vatization programs in Spain and 
France. These are the five most impor
tant countries as far as privatization is 
concerned. Of course, eastern Germany 
has to be privatized, but you will also see 
privatization in western Germany. 

You mentioned trying to get interest rates 



down. Isn't Gennany helping to continue 
the recession through the high rates of 
the Bundesbank? 

The exports of Germany have 
slowed down. A number of other mem
ber states have been forced to keep 
high interest rates as well, but we 
shouldn't underestimate what has hap
pened. The German short-term rates of 
interest have now dropped more than 2 
percent since September, and the long
term rates of interest in Germany are 
now on a 20-year low, or something like 
that, down to 6.5 percent. I believe we 
will see further reductions of German 
interest rates, but that is not sufficient. 
A number of our member states have to 
do something to their own domestic 
policies to get the full benefit from the 
lower German interest rates. A good ex
ample is France. We've seen a substan
tial decline in French interest rates re
cently because they are tightening their 
fiscal policy. 

If everyone agrees to Maastricht how will 
that help the European economies? 

The negative vote last year triggered a 

great part of the uncertainty and the tur
bulences in Europe. Therefore when 
Maastricht finally is ratified, it will trigger 
a new confidence. It will be an encourage
ment to investors, and it will mean that 
the Community will be seen regaining its 
momentum. That is also very important 
for the confidence of the business world. 
We are very pleased by the recent Dan
ish vote in favor of Maastricht. 

Is the European Monetary System ali1ve 
and well today? 

Yes. It is clear it was a difficult pe
riod for the system, but it has survived 
as a system. Of course, two countries 
were forced to leave the system. They 
will be back eventually, because it is 
not a viable option for the medium-size 
economies to have bloated exchange 
rates. It creates too much uncertainty, 
especially for small or medium-size 
economies. And it is difficult with float
ing currencies to keep inflation rates 
under control. 

Would you like to see a more fonnalized mr? 

No, I don't think that is a very inter-

esting prospect because what does it 
mean to formalize G7? Does it mean to 
create a new international organization 
whose specific competencies would 
raise a lot of difficulties for the way the 
IMF is working and the way other inter
national organizations are working? 

We want to see a more effective, but 
not necessarily more formal G7. Maybe 
on the contrary, less formal. 

The annual G7 meetings have be
come large social events, media events 
with several thousand participants. It 
would be much better for the result of 
the meetings to keep it as it was in the 
beginning, a formal meeting between a 
limited number of persons. 

One hears a lot about two-tier Europe -
some countries going ahead and some 
falling behind. What do you think of that? 

Maastricht was a rejection of that 
idea. The Maastricht Treaty makes 
completely clear that the objective is a 
united Europe where all the member 
states have the same rights and the 
same obligations. 

But as soon as you meet the condi
tions, you have the right to participate, 
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and you cannot be kicked out of it. And 
that was a very important result from 
the Maastricht discussions. Two-tiered 
Europe means that you have a hard
core club, which can decide to invite 
new members or keep them out, but 
that is not the Europe we're going to 
see. We're going to see a unified Eu
rope where some countries will of 
course need some time to prepare 
themselves, but at the end of the day 
they will all participate in the same 
Community. 

Will the enlargement of 
the EC- with Austria, 
Sweden, and some other 
countries-help the Eu
ropean market? 

It will, because 
most of these coun
tries will come into the 
Community with a 
good tradition for dis
ciplined monetary poli
cies. The enlargement 
of the Community 
with these countries 
could accelerate the 
move toward eco
nomic and monetary 
union. 

for others a complete free trade agree
ment. It is clear they are pushing for 
further openings, but we need to be 
sure that their products are priced on 
the basis of market principles. We can't 
have heavily-subsidized products ex
ported without barriers into the Com
munity. That would ~e a caricature of a 
free market and free trade. So we are 
trying to open all markets gradually. To 
be frank, they are selling approximately 
80 percent of all their exports in the Eu
ropean Community. They have most of 
their trade with us now. 

must have this systematic transforma
tion. They've been working on it.... If 
they can do all these things rapidly, 
they will definitely be moving in the 
right direction. 

Many Americans don't realize that the EC 
has been a large provider of aid to Russia. 
Can you explain some of the aid programs? 

It's quite clear that the Community 
feels a very strong obligation to help 
Eastern and Central Europe. We have 
provided that part of Europe with nearly 

80 percent of all that has 

There's now an approxi
mate $32 billion deficit 
with the Japanese. Do 

"We have provided that part of Europe with 80 percent of all that has 
been given since 1989." 

been given since 1989. And 
we are also a main 
provider of help to Russia 
through our individual 
member states. Look at 
what Germany is doing
it's an enormous amount. 
Germany has given more 
than 50 percent of all that 
has been given to Russia. 
There are good reasons for 
that, but the future of Rus
sia is important for every
body. It's also important 
for the United States, and I 
welcome the Clinton ad
ministration's decision to 
take a high profile in that 
respect. It is important for 
Japan. Of course, Japan 
has some problems, some 

you see anything happening to open 
Japanese markets to European companies? 

We are constantly pressing for a 
more liberal Japanese attitude, but we 
are also dealing here with some cul
tural differences. It will take time. Japan 
is now a very prosperous society. It 
gives Japan a lot of opportunities, but it 
means also that Japan must conduct 
monetary and macroeconomic policy 
which is in accordance with its prosper
ity and its international responsibilities. 

In talking about opening up markets, at 
least in Eastern Europe, a lot of Eastern Eu
ropean countries are saying that there's a 
new so-called cold war, that they can't get 
their products into Western Europe? 

That is not right. The European 
Community has negotiated trade agree
ments with most of these countries. We 
are moving toward full membership in 
the Community for some of them and 
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You've been working on the issue of aid to 
Russia. What's your assessment of Russia 
today? Is it going to make it to a market 
economy? 

Russia has the potential, as do other 
republics such as Ukraine and Belarus, 
to build a very viable, dynamic econ
omy. But they must speed up their re
form process because we can have a 
pledging session for Russia once, we 
can have it twice, we can have it three 
times, but we can't have it every year. 
So they must, as soon as possible, be 
able to earn money and attract foreign 
investment capital. If they can do that, 
we will see progress, but to do that they 
must introduce monetary reforms; they 
must have stable prices; and they must 
have good- protection for foreign invest
ments. They also must have the legal 
framework for a market economy in 
place as quickly as possible, and they 

disputes with Russia about 
the so-called "Northern District." That 
dispute can only be settled with a demo
cratic Russia. 

What is your honest assessment of the long
tenn? Can you teach Russians how to be 
capitalists when they have known 70 years 
of not being capitalists, where "profit" was 
a dirty word a couple of years ago? 

It is possible because to be capitalist 
means that you are allowed to use all 
your skills and all your knowledge to 
get the best possible return out of your 
opportunities. It is a general feature of 
mankind to act in a capitalistic way. So 
I'm not so pessimistic, and when I see 
what is happening in Russia, I'm sur
prised to see a rapid creation of small 
companies-hundreds of thousands of 
small companies have already been 
created in Russia. When I look at priva
tization of agricultural Russia, more 
than 100,000 private farms have been 
established. C3 
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From cafe-sitting In front of City Hall (top 
right) to strolling the promenade along the 
river Scheidt, Antwerp offers plenty to see 
and do. 



ANTWERP HAS CHOSEN TO 

EMPHASIZE ART AND ITS 

EFFECT ON SOCIETY DURING 

ITS YEAR AS CULTURAL 

CAPITAL. 

By Sask aRe lly 

he scaffolding is finally coming down, slowly revealing 
a new look for the city of Rubens and the world's 
largest diamond market. It has been a long prepara
tion, but Antwerp has assumed its role as Cultural 
Capital of Europe 1993. Residents of Antwerp spent 
much of 1992 tolerating the rumbling of jackham
mers, sand blasters, and earth movers; climbing 
through the trenches created by work on the roads 

and tram tracks; and walking under and around scaffolding that 
seemed to creep up the facades of countless buildings like some 
sort of industrial ivy gone crazy. 

However, patience and tolerance have paid off. The city has 
resumed much of its former glory of the days when it was con
sidered to be not only a cultural center of Europe but the com
mercial center as well. Guild houses still stand at attention, lining 
the perimeters of the Grote Markt, Antwerp's largest square. 
The great cathedral is a cleaner sight to behold, and the Meir, 
the city's elegant shopping street has now become a tree-lined 
pedestrian promenade. 

In this sense, Antwerp's term as Cultural Capital of Europe 
has already achieved a measure of success. The city has been 
made more beautiful and livable for its own residents, a goal to 
which most cities aspire. From the look of things, however, 
Antwerp is not content to leave it at that. All signs indicate that 
Antwerp is prepared to make a lasting impression in the history 
books of Cultural Capitals. 

The concept of the Cultural Capital originated from Melina 
Mercouri, former Greek Minister of Culture, and each year a dif
ferent city is designated Cultural Capital of Europe by the Euro
pean Council of Ministers. The event is considered to be a mark 
of honor and an exploration of the richness and diversity of Euro
pean cultures. 

Since 1985, eight cities have been named official Cultural Cap
itals: Athens (1985) , Florence (1986), Amsterdam (1987), Berlin 
{1988), Paris (1989), Glasgow (1990), Dublin (1991), and Madrid 
(1992). Antwerp will be followed by Lisbon (1994), Luxembourg 
(1995), and Copenhagen (1996). 

The two official objectives of the Cultural Capital that must be 
taken into account by the chosen city are first, to make the cul
ture of the city or area involved more accessible to Europeans 
and the international public, and second, to hold up a picture of 
European culture as it is today. 
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So on the last weekend of March, 
Antwerp began to function in its full ca
pacity as a Cultural Capital. Events 
began in the late summer and fall of 
1992 with concerts, a city-wide open 
house, and Stad in de Steigers (City in 
Scaffolding), a weekend-long festival 
commemorating all of the work that 
had been completed and the tasks that 
were still to come. Museums were 
opened, concerts were held, and even 
the stadhuis (city hall), known for its 
beautiful interior and collection of old 
manuscripts, was open to the public for 
three days. 

Over the past months, 
Antwerp has conducted an 
aggressive ad campaign as 
well. Their trademark 
"Can Art Save the World?" 
posters and flyers can be 
found decorating the walls 
and windows of most 
shops and restaurants. 
Antwerp has chosen to 
emphasize art and how art 
affects society during its 
Cultural Capital year. Or
ganizers are calling it "An 
open invitation to think 
and feel." Antwerp chose 
to have a very uniform 
theme for its publicity with 
posters and flyers posing a 
variety of questions each 
accompanied by a differ

tent spans all facets of the arts. The pro
grams have been organized into 10 cat
egories: Historical Projects; Music; Per
forming Arts; Visual Arts; Discourse 
and Literature; Film, Photography, and 
Media Art; Architecture, Open City; Ap
plied Arts, Fashion, and Photography; 
Animation; and External Programs. 

Two of the highlights from the his
torical category include an all-encom
passing exhibition of the life work of 
Jacob Jordaens, commemorating the 
400th anniversary of his birth, and a 
special exhibition entitled the Rubens 

opportunity to send performers to the 
floating theater. Each group will live 
and work on the Ark for one week dur
ing the summer months of 1993. 

Three other series of events will also 
mark the celebration, though not as ele
ments of the official program. 
Antwerp's world renowned diamond 
community will offer a variety of daz
zling exhibitions and demonstrations. 
Also, the city zoo will celebrate its 
150th anniversary, making it one of the 
oldest zoos in the world. Also, Eurosail 
'93 runs from August 14-17 and fea

tures a colorful fleet of large 
sailing ships and yachts that 
will be moored along the 
docks of the harbor and 
along the Scheidt and will be 
welcomed by a large folk 
festival. 

Cultural events notwith
standing, Antwerp is and al
ways has been a vibrant city. 
Bars and discos abound, as 
well as many first-rate restau
rants. The numbers, 2,000 
cafes and 650 restaurants for 
a population of 465,000, 
speak for themselves. A sig
nificant ethnic community, 
composed of Moroccan, 
Turkish, Indian, Spanish, 
and Jewish residents, lends a 
very international flavor to 
this harbor town. 

ent work of art. ''What is As a direct resuH of the Cultural Capital preparations, Antwerp has 
beautiful? What is not?" been made more accessible for foreigners and more livable for its 

Needless to say, the city 
rarely sleeps. The bars, cafes, 
and discotheques are for the 

most part open until five or six a.m. 
Around the cathedral and the Grote 
Markt, the cafes, and bars go on and on. 
It is possible to go from one cafe to the 
next and never find repetition. From 
jazz to swing, from hard rock to classi
cal, live music is everywhere. From 
cozy to modem, from private to packed, 
there is an atmosphere for everyone. 

"Must you understand own residents. 

something for it to be beautiful?" "Is it Cantoor, honoring Antwerp's most fa
possible to go out on Friday night and mous citizen, Peter Paul Rubens. The 
go to a museum on Saturday?" and oth- exhibit will feature drawings and stud
ers. All of the Cultural Capital posters ies on loan from a collection based in 
can be found in Flemish, French, En- Copenhagen. 
glish, German, and many of them in In the musical category there is 
Italian and Spanish as well. By ensuring Marakkbar, a group of young musi
that these posters are displayed all over cians, primarily from Antwerp's Moroc
the city and in fact all over the country, can community, who have been study
Antwerp '93 chose a very different strat- ing Moroccan and Arabic music under 
egy to ensure that people are constantly the instruction of native masters. In the 
talking about these thought provoking performing arts, the old Bourla theater, 
messages. The director of Antwerp '93, which has been renovated for this 
Eric Antonis, says, ''We want to bring to year's festivities, will offer perfor
the fore projects which make people mances for the first time in years. Most 
stop and think about our society. Good unique of all, a 250-foot barge has been 
artists adopt a critical attitude, have converted into a floating theater, the 
doubts, and dare to ask questions about Ark. Earlier this year it was seen in var
what is happening in our society." ious parts of the old port and along the 

Antwerp '93 makes time and room river Scheidt, which runs through 
for the arts-time for nuance, room for Antwerp. Fifteen cities in Europe and 
criticism. beyond, including Berlin, Los Angeles, 

And the Antwerp '93 program con- Prague, and Istanbul were offered the 
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Antwerp has put a lot of work and 
creativity into this program for 1993. 
The level of success can only be mea
sured in the months to come. But if 
Antwerp '93's organizers have any
thing to do with it, you most certainly 
will be able to go out on a Friday night 
and go to a museum (or a concert, or a 
ballet, or an opera) on Saturday after
noon and ponder the meaning of art in 
between.@ 

Saskia Reilly is a freelance writer based 
in Antwerp. 



ORAVELER'S NOTEBOOK 

w E L K 0 M I N 

Antwerp will honor, Baroque 
painter Peter Paul Rubens. 

GEJTING lliERE. Antwerp is very cen
trally located. It is only 45 minutes 
from Brussels, two hours from Amster
dam, or three and a half hours from 
Paris by train. 

WHERE ID STAY. Antwerp offers lodging 
in all price ranges, and in the hustle 
and bustle of 1993, it would be wise to 
make reservations. Antwerp's Office of 
Tourism is more than willing to assist 
with reservations. They can be reached 
at Grote Markt 15, B-2000 Antwerpen, 
Belgium; Tel. 323-231-QHJl 

HOT SPOlS. Bier1and. Korte Niewes
traat 28. Belgium-besides being the 
home of Rubens, the Cultural Capital 
of Europe, and the diamond capital of 
the world-is also, at least as far as its 
residents are concerned, the Beer Cap
ital of the Universe. Bierland offers 
over 200 varieties of Belgian beer and 
about 250 varieties of imported beer. 
It is definitely the place to go to ex
pand your beer palate. 

Spiegel Beeld. Grote Pieter Pot
straat 8. The Spiegel Beeld is a bar 
and grill that has combined the inte
rior of an airplane with mirrors galore 
and is a crowded and fun place to be 
most nights of the week. 

The Pelgrom. Pelgrimstraat 15. 
Straight out of the middle ages; the 
Pelgrom is a converted 16th century 
wine cellar. With long tables and 
benches and accompanying music, it 
has a wonderful drinking hall ambience. 

ElHIBmONS & CONT1NUOUS EYENIS 
(unless otherwise noted, exhibitions 

open at 10 a.m. and close at 5 p.m. 
Tuesday through Sunday) 

The Jacob Jordaens exhibition 
opened on March 27 and will finish on 
June 27 at the Royal Museum of Fine 
Arts, at Leopold de Waelplaats 1-9. 
This exhibition is a unique opportunity 
to contemplate a collection of works 
from this great Antwerp painter on 
loan from European museums. 

The Open City Observatory (April 
2-December 19) takes visitors on 
guided trails through the city. Some of 
them are walking tours, while others 
are by bicycle or minibus. These trails 
give insight into the architecture and 
structure of the city. Different tours 
scheduled through the week include 
the old part of the city, the city of the 
19th and 20th centuries, and the city 
on the river. Some of the tours even 
take place between midnight and eight 
in the morning. 

The Rubens Cantoor (May 15-
June 27) is an original exhibition of 
copies of Rubens designs and study 
materials, made by one of his students, 
Willem Pannels. The 80 drawings exhib
ited in the Rubenshuis, at Wapper 9-
11, provide a clear picture of the work
ings of a painter's studio in the 17th 
century. Parallel to this exhibition and 
with the same ticket you can visit the 
'Rubens' Graphics' in the Rockoxhois. 

Two interesting historical exhibi
tions on Antwerp have also been pro
grammed. From June 25 through Octo
ber 10, the exhibition Antwerp, Story 
of a Metropolis examines the myth of 
the Antwerp metropolis during its 
golden era in the 16th and 17th cen
turies. From June 12 until August 31 
at the Bouwcentrum, Jan van Rijswijck
laan 191, an 'exhibition of exhibitions' 
will re-create the atmosphere of the 
three world fairs organized by Antwerp. 
The exhibition is called The Panoramic 
Dream. Antwerp and the World Exhibi
tions--1885, 1894, 1930, and the 
hours are 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

The floating theater called the Ark 
(at Kaatendijkdok) will provide a stage 
for young dramatists from fifteen major 
cities. Among the cities that will be 
represented this summer are Prague 
(June 10-13), Barcelona (June 17-
20), Berlin (June 24-27), Johannes
burg (July 1-4), Rotterdam (July 
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8-11); St. Petersburg, Los Angeles, Is
tanbul, and Montreal are also included. 

The European EnaJUnters exhibition 
in the Centrum 't Elzenveld, Lange 
Gasthuisstraat, will feature works by 
the most representative artists from 
the previous Cultural Capitals: Athens, 
Florence, Amsterdam, Berlin, Paris, 
Glasgow, Dublin, and Madrid. The 
dates are June 18-September 5, and 
the hours 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Wednesday 
through Sunday. 

Eighty five percent of the world's 
production of rough diamonds passes 
through Antwerp, and three exhibitions 
are reminiscent of the city's diamond 
tradition. In the Provinciaal Diamant
museum, the exhibition Diamond Jew
els from the 17th Ctmury in Antwerp 
will take place between June 11 and 
October 3. A second exhibition, enti
tled From the Treasury includes pres
tige jewels, precious stones, and art 
objects from museums and collections 
around the world. Finally, the Art In
spired by Diamonds, in the Zuiderper
shuis from July 17 through August 31, 
collects works of art from various disci
plines, such as sculpture, graphic art, 
ceramics, textiles, etc., related with 
the theme of diamonds. 

111EA1ER. From June 12 through 19 at 
8:30 p.m. (except June 14), the most 
frequently performed play in classic 
stage repertory, HaMlet, will be per
formed by lvo van Hove and Het 
Zuidelijk Toneel, at Bourla. Another ver
sion of the classic Shakespearean play, 
the critically acclaimed Hamlet/Ma
chine adapted by Heiner Muller will be 
staged by the Deutsches Theater Berlin 
at the Staatsschouwburg at 5 p.m. on 
June 23, 25, and 26. 

Between August 4 and 29 at 3 
p.m., the French Theater Company 
Royal de Luxe will perform Le Cargo at 
Kattendijdol 15, where the company 
houses the archetype of a street and 
invites the spectator to experience life 
in the street. 

From September 4 through 12, a 
special edition of the Antwerp Theater 
rtstival will take plaee at the deSingel, 
Desguinlei 25. 

MUSIC AND OPERA. On June 25 and 
26 the Gamelan Coltlrt Orchestra from 

Solo (Indonesia) will perform at night 
at the Ethnographisch Museum. 

Between July 17 and 20, Antverpi
aoo, a congress and festival on his
toric keyboard instruments, will include 
concerts by Willem Janssen, Laurent 
Stewart, Jonnas Sonneleitner, and 
Yoshiko Kojima, among others in the 
Elzenveld, Sint Augustinus and other lo
cations. 

At the Maritiem Openluchtmuseum 
Linkeroever, the Opaa Equestre, a sur
prising opera with horses, elements of 
circus, and traditional music will play 
from July 20 until August 1. Giuseppe 
Verdi's Attila, on May 11 at the Elisa
bethzaal, and Giacomo Puccini's 
Manon Lescaut on June 11, 13, 17, 
19, 24, 27 and July 2 at De Vlaamse 
Opera, will please more traditional au
diences. 

rn the fall, some of the best con
certs include the NHK Japan Broad
casting Company Symphony Orchestra 
on October 1, at the deSingel, the Am
stenlams Concertgebouworkest at Elisa
bethzaal on November 12, and the 
Saint Louis Orchestra also at deSingel, 
on November 17. 

OTHER EYENIS. On June 3-5 for 
Japan Fest: East in the West, Japan 
will be putting on a series of events, 
including the Nebuta-lantern parade in 
which musicians and dancers with 
lanterns accompany mythical beasts, 
dragon dances, music, and fireworks. 

The Open Air Cinema in the 
Stadswaag, from August 6-11 after 
sunset, will stage a bizarre cinema pro
ject with the Center for Visual Arts. 
And during the same week the 1993 
Cutty Sark Tall Ships race or Eurosail 
'93 will come to Antwerp, where the 
ships can be admired August 14-17. 

For further information in the United 
States, please contact the Belgian 
Tourist Office at 145 fifth Ave, New 
York, NY 10151, telephone (212) 158-
8130 or fax (212) 355-1615. In Bel
gium, contact INFO 93 at Grote Mark! 
29, B-2000 Antwerpen, Tel. 32 3 226-
9300.@ 

-compiled by Saskia Neilly and David 
Samsti-Aparici 
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PREPARING FOR 
lHEPRESI 
Skepticism about the real- B y D c K 

ization of Economic and 

Monetary Union within the 

timetable envisaged by the 

Maastricht Treaty may be 

felt in some countries in Eu-

rope. Yet one country which 

is taking the Maastricht 

timetable very seriously is 

Belgium,. whose government 

almost collapsed in March 

because of its determination 

to ensure that it would be 

ready to enter European 

Monetary Union (EMU) at the 

eartiest possible date,. January 

1,. 1997. 

The Belgian problem relates to its 
budget deficit, which is still double the 
EC average of approximately three per
cent of GDP. Belgium needs to get it 
down to this level if it is to meet the 
EMU criteria. 

For several years, past total public 
expenditure in Belgium has in fact been 
comfortably less than its tax revenues. 
Its operating surplus, however, has 
been swamped by an enormous burden 
of interest payments, dating from the 
profligate years of the early 1980s. The 
accumulated debt amounts to 130 per-
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cent of the GDP, compared to an EC av
erage of 62 percent. 

In order to repay this debt, Belgium 
has undergone a long series of harsh 
budgets, and it seems to be on target to 
remedy the problem by 1996. In the 
past year, however, the recession has 
taken its toll. Tax revenues have fallen 
sharply, while expenditures have risen 
to meet the increasing amounts paid 
out in unemployment benefits. 

In a brave attempt to keep to its fi
nancial target, the left-center coalition 
government led by Prime Minister 
Jean-Luc Dehaene decided in March to 
bring in a supplementary budget de
signed to reduce this year's deficit by 
the large sum of $3.2 billion. To achieve 
this, Dehaene and his budget minister, 
Mieke Offeciers, proposed three main 
measures. The first was a stiff increase 
of two percent in direct taxation, levied 
both on companies and on personal in
comes. The second was an acceleration 
of the privatization program, (mainly of 
publicly-owned banks), and the third 
foresaw the suspension for two years of 
the automatic indexation of salaries. 

The first two measures were ac
cepted without much argument by all 
four coalition parties, but the third was 
angrily rejected by the Fren~h-speak
ing Socialist Party, under pressure from 
its associated trade unions. (The Flem
ish Socialist Party accepted the pro
posal as did the two Christian Parties 
represented in the government.) After a 
week of total deadlock in inter-govern
mental discussions, Dehaene submit
ted the government's resignation to 
King Baudouin. 

Baudouin neither accepted nor de
clined the resignation, but "deliber
ated" on it for a week. He was clearly 
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reluctant to see the government fall, as 
there was no obvious alternative gov
ernment available within the present 
parliamentary representation. A right
center government, in which the two 
Christian Parties would be joined with 
the two Liberal Parties currently in op
position, was effectively ruled out be
cause it could not command a parlia
mentary majority. (editor's note: Each 
of the three main political groups-the 
Socialists, Christian Democrats, and 
Liberals-are represented by two par
ties-one for each language group.) 

It was evident that if the Dehaene 
government fell there would inevitably 
be a general election, only 18 months 
after the previous poll. The king and 
most politicians were anxious to avoid 
this-for two main reasons. The first 
being that the painfully constructed re
vision of the Belgian constitution, de
signed to change the country into a fed
eral state, would fall by the wayside 
since it had not completed its parlia
mentary passage. The second reason 
was that Belgium takes over the presi
dency of the Council of Ministers of the 
European Community on July 1, and it 
would have been ill-prepared to do so 
without a government securely in 
place. 

There was a third and possibly even 
more pressing reason why the govern
ment parties wanted to avoid an elec
tion. The parties are all highly unpopu
lar and feared heavy losses to their 
more right-wing Liberal opponents. It 
was this factor which was probably de
cisive in forcing a belated agreement a 
week after Dehaene's resignation offer. 

The French-speaking Socialists got 
their way over the inviolability of the 
index, and the price the other parties 



had to pay was an even greater hike in 
direct taxes, which go up by three per
cent. This moves Belgium closer to the 
traditional highly taxed Scandinavian 
countries, and it means that taxation 
will be significantly higher than in the 
neighboring countries of France, the 
UK, Luxembourg, and Germany, possi
bly damaging its competitiveness in the 
process. 

Yet the agreement meant that Bau
douin was able immediately to reject 
the resignation offer, and that key Bel
gian ministers will now be able to focus 
on the EC presidency. The agenda they 
are planning is focused on the imple
mentation of the Maastricht Treaty. 
This would have come into force this 
past January 1, if all12 member states 

had succeeded in ratifying the treaty on 
time. Now the Belgians are working on 
the assumption that August l-or an
other date not much later-will be the 
starting day. 

They will want to put the institutional 
changes foreseen by the treaty-partic
ularly those required for the EMU and 
for closer foreign policy coordination-
into effect as quickly as possible. 

The other Belgian priority will be 
pushing forward on the membership 
negotiations with Austria, Sweden, Fin
land, and Norway. These have already 
made a good start, but they will need to 
be carried through almost to comple
tion by the end of this year if the target 
date for adhesion, January 1, 1995, is to 
be met. 

Prime Minister Jean-Luc Dehaene has 
proposed stiff measures to reduce 
Belgium's budget deficit. 

All in all, it is likely to be a testing six 
months for Prime Minister Jean-Luc De
haene and Foreign Minister Willy Claes, 
both of whom are newcomers on the Eu
ropean scene. They are lucky, however, 
to have the backing of the vastly experi
enced Philippe de Schouteste, the Bel
gian permanent representative to the 
European Community. Few would 
doubt that his are a safe pair of hands.@ 

Dick Leonard is the EC correspondent 
for The Observer, of London and EU
ROPE's Brussels correspondent. 
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Baudouin acts with great discretion 
in such situations, but it is evident that 
his personal preferences have played 
some part in determining, at least on 
occasion, who has become prime minis
ter and what type of government is 
formed. Close observers are convinced 
that he prefers left-center rather than 
right-center governments, and that Wil
fried Martens-who led nine different 
governments between 1979 and 1992-
was a personal favorite. 

Now aged 62 and the world's third 
longest-serving monarch after Thai
land's King Bhumibol and Monaco's 
Prince Rainier, Baudouin has not had an 
easy life. His mother, Queen Astrid, was 
killed in a car crash just before his fifth 
birthday in an accident. Five years later 
King Leopold III surrendered to the in
vading German army, without consult
ing his ministers, most of whom fled to 
the UK to continue the struggle. His 
subsequent ill-advised meeting with 
Hitler at Berchtesgaden, and his second 
marriage to his children's governess, 
Lilian Baels, contributed to the unpopu
larity which led to his rejection in a post
war referendum on whether he should 
be restored to the throne. He actually 
led in the popular vote, but the margin 

was insufficient for him to have any seri
ous prospect of uniting the country. 

Leopold's subsequent abdication led 
to the shy, ill-prepared, 20-year-old Bau
douin assuming the throne of his father, 
whom he idolized and was convinced 
had been unjustly treated by his coun
trymen. After a shaky start, he set about 
healing the divisions of a deeply un
happy country. An earnest and conscien
tious man, with what the Financial 
Times once described as "all the 
charisma of a bank manager," he has 
carried out his duties in an exemplary 
fashion. 

On only one occasion has he been 
the subject of public controversy. A de
vout Catholic, deeply disappointed that 
his own marriage to his Spanish wife, 
Fabiola, had produced no children, he 
felt unable to sign a bill passed in 1990 
by both Houses of the Belgian Parlia
ment permitting abortion. He was pre
pared to give up his throne, but
thanks to the ingenuity of the then 
prime minister, Wilfried Martens--a 
formula was devised by which he abdi
cated for 36 hours, during which time 
the cabinet promulgated the bill. 

He was much criticized at the time, 
and it was expected that the current con-

stitutional revision would include a dras
tic pruning of his powers. They have 
been reduced, but only to a small extent. 

Over the years, Baudouin does seem 
to have won the respect, if not the love, 
of the majority of his countrymen, who 
see him as a unifying factor in a country 
all too easily split by linguistic rivalries. 
He speaks both Belgium's languages 
well, though he is clearly more at home 
with French. If the monarchy were to 
be abolished, the head of state would 
either have to be a Dutch-speaking 
Fleming or a French-speaking Walloon, 
neither of whom would be acceptable to 
a large number of Belgians. It was prob
ably for this reason that former Social
ist Prime Minister Archille Van Acker 
once said Belgium needed the monarch 
"like it needs bread" 

As it changes to a federal structure, 
under which most of the government's 
powers are devolved to the regions, Bel
gium's need for a national figurehead is 
likely to increase. So long as Baudouin 
reigns, the monarchy is unlikely to be 
seriously questioned. Whether his 
likely successor, his 32-year-old nephew 
Philippe, will continue to command the 
nation's loyalty is much less certain.@ 

-Dick Leonard 
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Sutherland Named Head of the GAn 

Peter Sutherland, chairman of the Allied Irish Banks, 
was named director-general of the General Agreement 
on Trade and Tariffs this month in what is only the 
fourth change of power since the GATT was created in 
1948. 

GA TT's 111 members chose Sutherland to replace 
Arthur Dunkel, a 60-year-old Swiss, who is retiring after 
13 years as director-general. 

The Irish native and former EC competitiveness com
missioner has been recognized as one of the framers of 
the single market movement and as an astute negotiator. 
After initial hesitation, Sutherland agreed to submit his 
name for the post at a time of intense international pres
sure. Member countries are pushing for a conclusion to 
the Uruguay Round of talks, which began in September 
1986. 

Mr. Dunkel recently expressed optimism that an 
agreement to the Uruguay Round would be reached by 
the end of the year. "I think there has never been a bet
ter time to conclude an agreement, and we should have 
one by December 15." He went on to say that "After the 
inevitable period of adjustment with the change in gov
ernment in the United States, it is encouraging to see the 
willingness of the EC and the US to arrive at results 
quickly." 

Gonzalez Wins in Spain 

Spanish President Felipe Gonzalez edged out Jose 
Maria Aznar in the most-heated general election in the 
country's 16-year democratic history. 

A near-record 77 percent of the registered voters 
turned out to reelect Gonzalez's Socialist Workers Party 
to a fourth term with 38.6 percent of the vote despite 
growing frustration with unemployment and financial 
scandals. Pre-election opinion polls had pegged the race 
as even. 

Aznar had campaigned to lower Spain's 22 percent 
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unemployment and reduce the deficit. He claimed that a 
vote for Gonzalez would mean a continuation of the 
policies that brought on these problems. But Gonzalez, 
after claiming victory in the election, discounted Aznar's 
attacks. "I have understood the message of the people. 
They want change and more change," he said. 

Gonzalez's party will hold 159 of the parliamentary 
seats while Aznar's center-right Popular Party, with 34.8 
percent, will hold 141 seats. 

The narrow victory margin leaves the Socialists 17 
seats short of the absolute majority in parliament's 350-
seat lower house. They are expected to lobby for the 
support of minority parties, such as the Basque Nation
alist Party and the Catalonian Convergencia y Unio, be
fore the parliament convenes June 29. 

British Telecom Buys into MCI 

British Telecom has announced that it will purchase 
20 percent of MCI for $4.3 billion. As part of the deal, BT 
will have three directors on MCI's board, and MCI Chair
man Bert Roberts will gain a seat on BT's board. 

The two companies have also agreed to set up a $1 
billion joint venture . to market international voice and 
data services. BT will own 75 percent of the new ven
ture, which will join with BT's US-based global sourcing 
operation Syncordia. 

The announcement came only a week after AT&T 
made public its Worldsource venture, which is expected 
to compete with the BT-MCI venture to serve the rapidly 
growing demands of the global marketplace. 

The British government still holds a $7.7 billion stake 
in British Telecom. It hopes to complete the sale of its 
shares by July, with more than half the shares being of
fered to the general public. 

France Primes for Privatization 

Some of France's most high-profile public companies 
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may soon end up in the hands of the highest bidder as the new 
conservative government carries out plans for privatization. 

Renault, Air France, and the Banque Nationale de Paris are 
among 21 companies slated for privatization beginning in 
September, according to plans Economic Minister Edmond 
Alphandery announced last month. Although foreign invest
ment in French privatized companies formerly was limited to 
20 percent, the government imposed no such limit on the 
companies included in the sale. 

The French government hopes the sales will bring in prof
its of at least $7.3 billion once the measure has passed the 

parliament. 

Balladur Visits Clinton 

French Prime Minister Edouard Balladur met recently with 
President Bill Clinton at the White House to discuss the GATT 
world trade negotiations. The prime minister has said that 
there are important aspects to the GATT other than just agri
culture, such as industrial goods, services, and intellectual 
property. The two leaders also discussed peacekeeping op
erations in the former Yugoslavia. 

Major Hires New Finance Minister 

British Prime Minister John Major chose Kenneth Clarke as 
the new chancellor of the exchequer. Clarke replaced Nor
man Lamont amid complaints that Lamont's skepticism to
ward the single market was hampering Major's efforts to urge 
parliamentary approval of the Maastricht Treaty. 

Clarke, a liberal member of the Conservative Party, served 
formerly as home secretary. During the first weeks in his new 
position, Clarke pledged to reduce inflation and control 

spending in order to address the UK's budget deficit. 
Lamont turned down an offer to head the environmental 

ministry after Major relieved him of his post as finance minis
ter. Lamont had been Major's campaign manager during the 
1990 election that unseated Margaret Thatcher. 

Uffizi Needs Millions for Repairs 

Florence's Uffizi Gallery is preparing to reopen this month 
after a car bomb exploded May 27, killing five people and se
verely damaging the 400-year-old museum as well as several 
works in the collection. 

Three minor paintings were destroyed in the blast, and 
several more valuable pieces were damaged. The cost of 
restoring works such as Peter Paul Rubens' Henry IV at the 
Battle of Ivry and Giotto's Madonna alta Costa has been esti
mated at $1.4 million. Repairing structural damage to the 
building may exceed $21 million, according to Italy's cultural 
heritage ministry. 

The EC and several Florentine businesses have pledged to 
help finance the project. Firms such as Gucci, Ferragamo, and 
Giorgio Armani have agreed to donate two percent of their June 
profits to the repairs. The EC has pledged $122,000 to the project 
as well as $244,000 to the families of those injured and killed. 

Investigators have no suspects or motive in the bombing, 
but they believe the incident may be linked to a similar ex
plosion in Rome earlier. 

France Accepts Oilseeds Agreement 

France ended several months of opposition to the oilseeds 
pact between the US and the EC, clearing the way for EC for
eign ministers to approve the plan. 

France had protested the limits on land used for the pro
duction of oilseeds, which are used to make animal feed and 
cooking oils. But France had won recent concessions in the 
form of higher subsidies given to EC farmers who set aside 
land from production. 

Prime Minister Edouard Balladur said, however, that France 
is not satisfied with other provisions in the farm agreement. 

The oilseeds pact, although not included in the GATT ne
gotiations, may improve chances of an international accord 
on the current round, according to outgoing GATT chief 
Arthur Dunkel. 

"It's exactly what we need to conclude the Uruguay 

Round," he said. 

Commission Clears UK Aid to Digital 

British aid given to the US computer company, Digital 
Equipment Corp. , in connection with the company's move to 
Ayr, Scotland, was in keeping with EC law, according to the 
Commission's recent findings. 

The Irish government had asked the Commission to in
vestigate the legality of the aid when Digital announced plans 
to move its operations from Galway to Ayr. 

Software Safer in Europe 

Losses to software piracy in Europe fell from $5.3 billion 
in 1991 to $4.6 billion last year. According to Business Soft
ware Alliance (BSA), an industry watchdog organization, the 
software industry added $700 million in revenue to the soft
ware publishing and distribution industries, along with 8,000 
new jobs as a result of decreased losses from illegally copied 
software. 

BSA contributed the success to several factors , including 
the completion of the EC Software Directive, which has 
strengthened copyright laws throughout member states, mar
keting campaigns by local software associations, and an in
creased pace of legal actions to enforce copyright laws. 

Brad Smith, BSA European legal counsel, stated at a news 
conference, "Last year, BSA filed more than 100 legal actions 
in ten countries in Europe, and coupled to strong information 
campaigns, we believe the market is finally getting the mes
sage that it does not pay to engage in illegal copying. " 

Commission Pushes Ozone Protection 

The European Commission has proposed capping the use 
of methyl bromide by 1995 and banning hydrchlorofluoro-



carbon (HCFC) gases by the year 2014 in European Com
munity member states. Methyl bromide, used mainly by 
farmers as a pesticide, is considered one of the most pow
erful ozone-destroying chemical compounds. 

The Commission said that the proposal would signifi
cantly cut HCFC consumption by 2000 and put the EC 
ahead of the international phase-out deadline set for 2030. 

EC Condemns Killing of Pakistanis in Somalia 

The European Community released a statement con
demning what it called the premeditated killing of 23 Pak
istani UN peacekeepers shot by Somali gunmen and urged 
all Somali parties and factions to respect a ceasefire and 
allow the UN to fulfill its humanitarian tasks. 

The Community reiterated its support for the United Na
tions in its efforts to bring peace and stability to Somalia. 

EEIG to Promote Regional Development 

In Brussels, regional development firms from Spain, 
France, Italy, and Belgium have created the European Eco
nomic Interest Grouping (EEIG). Its aim is to define joint in
ternational cooperation action, to give its support to mem
ber firms with the Community institutions, and to promote 
exchange of information between its members. In all, 34 re
gional development firms of the European Community will 
belong to the EEIG-14 Italian firms, eight French, ten 
Spanish, one Belgian, and one Portuguese. 

BUSINESS BRIEFS 

Peugeot, the French car maker, wants 
to team up with a US automaker to make 
a new car aimed at a "niche market." 

Peugeot Chairman Jacques Calvet 
won't identify which of the US "Big 
Three"--GM, Ford, or Chrysler-he's 
talking with but he said the venture is 
well advanced and a final decision is 
likely in September. 

ner, Matsushita, 
for $1.66 billion. 

But the compa
nies are joining 
forces to sell port
able compact disc . 
players in head to 
head competition 
with Sony Corp. 
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----+ f>(/1'/d .1/eii(Jr. 11 lllt'JIIIit'J. 

u ) .!/Je /Jrilis/J CIJ/1.\el'ntlil't' 

, ~{ v I'll' I '"d;i J/'11/( ·r "' 111 f.,ler 

1J11 din.,fu/1.\ ill lhc j)(ll'll' 
I 

I 

I "I have some bad news 

fqr some people. I'm fit, 

1'1111 well, I'm here, and I'm 
1 staying." 

j_ /JJ'/!is/1 I'J'illlc 1/illf.,/('/' 

. ~(Jh/1 1/ujur. n·ulliii.C: I(J 

/'('~ )( 1/'/.\ /h(!/ .\1 1/1/(' /1/('!1111('/S 

uf //1(' (ri/1.'('/Ht/in· !'url) ' 

I!'{/ I// /1/111 /(J S/t'jl dr11/'l/. 

I"Theory has so little to 

do with ... coping with 

dbngerous situations." 
I . . I I 

1 Nujj(!(' (' C11.,/i!. IIi! 1' ·' 

ln ~ ll.'/'111'/ lllillr.,ler. (i/1 uhr 
hcVctilcd !he (IJ/11/IlT-' /It'll 

l rr'l·fllt'll dJ'in'l':,· le.'l 

+•To be abandoned by a 

hpman and saved by a 

qog seems to sum up 

1 modern society." 
I -./II 11c ( inj/il hs. { 1 

/)( ~ 1//'1/('/J/IJI///1. 1:11,<_;1(//td 

/I ll 1 Ill 1 Ill. II '/I! 1.\ ( ' II< 'j I h <'II . 

Jr·{t.\ hit l11' {/cor ct11tl 

n.l-c /I('( I ojicr /1is due: led l . . < 

1 

{1////lul'//it'' /u hill/ 

"At a time when 

ecdnomic crisis is hitting 

Eur~pe, ~ have to find a 
I 

more Europe." 
- /Jc('.:,itlll !'rill!(' 1/illis/er 

./('{/1/ -lllt . I )('/1(/('1/( '. Ill/ hf., 

j 1l1 Ill.' /(J l!ru(/d('/1 '"/ Jj J(J/'/ 

ji1!'//l(' lftti/s/J'/t/1/ hl'tlll' 

tl'hcll /Je('..!,ill 111 lol-·e.' 11/ <'I' 

lbc U ;m·sid<'IILT ru/uh. 

"How long can we 

permit this tragedy to 

continue? Do we not 

understand that the 

appeasement of a regime 

which despises our values 

and principles is 

corroding those very 

principles themselves?" 
- /( (.·rl/1/lllf\,/111/l'l' f/t/1/\ 

till/ dell /Jn1d'. Ill/ !he 

.fi:c:/1/ill,'-; ill //1(')(,/'11/('/' 

} I 1.'-.:"·'li! /'Iii 

"It often seems that 

there is a great deal of 

focus, understandably, on 

some of the trade 

disputes that divide us, 

rather than the bonds 

which unite us. It's useful 

to recall that our common 

ground is far, far wider 

than the areas of 

disagreement." 
- !'rcsidclll /Jill Uilllu/1. 

I II/ ff - { \!'eli// lUI/\ 

Investment in eastern Germany will 
reach $83 billion this year, topping the 
$67.8 billion invested in 1992, according to 
IFO, the Institute for Economic Research. 

Sony has the edge in a potentially bit
ter global sales war because it started 
selling its MiniDisc player last November. 

The French government is to give th< 
Bank of France more leeway to set pol 
icy but stopped short of granting full in 
dependence. 

West Gennan companies are cutting 
spending because of a weak economy, 
but are still expected to pump $30.8 bil
lion into the east in 1993. 

Hafnia Holding, which once ran 
Denmark's second largest insurance 
group, filed for bankruptcy with debts of 
over $1 billion, making it the country's 
biggest financial collapse. 

IFO expects investment in the east to 
top $92.5 billion in 1994. 

Hafnia stopped paying its creditors 
last August after its capital base was 
wiped out by a fall in the value of its 

Philips, the Dutch electronics giant, is · shareholdings in a rival Danish insurer, 
selling its 35 percent stake in a semi-con- Baltica, and Skandia, the Swedish insur-
ductor joint venture to its Japanese part- ance group. 

Finance Minister Edmon AlphandeiJ 
said the government will continue witt 
the responsibility of establishing the parit) 
of the franc against other currencies whilE 
the bank will retain responsibility for man
aging all gold and currency reserves. 

BSN, the French food giant, strength
ened its presence in North America by 
buying Aliments Delisle, a privately-
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held Canadian dairy products group. 
The takeover, for an undisclosed 

sum, gives BSN annual sales of $57 mil
lion in Canada and the biggest share of 
Canada's yogurt market. 

BSN is already involved in the North 
American yogurt market with the Dan
non brand in the US and Danone in 
Mexico. 

Italian tire maker Pirelli, reeling 
from its abortive bid for German rival 
Continental, completed its asset dis
posal program with the $150 million 
sale of its power transmission unit to 
Mark IV Industries of the United 
States. Pirelli said disposals in seven 
business units have raised over $670 
million. 

British Airways retained its title as 
the world's most profitable international 
airline, reporting pre-tax earnings of 
$283 million for 1992. 

Earnings were down 57 percent from 
1991, but the profit marked a major 
achievement in a year when European 
airlines collectively lost an estimated 
$1.3 billion. 

BA is raising $670 million through a 
share issue to reduce a debt burden 
swollen by an $871 million investment 

in minority stakes in USAir, Qantas Air
ways of Australia, and France's TAT Eu
ropean Airlines. 

Honda, the Japanese car maker, 
which has just opened a $600 million 
plant in the UK, plans to increase its Eu
ropean sales in the next three years to 
270,000 cars in 1995 from 180,000 in 
1992. 

Honda also plans to establish a 200-
strong dealer network in Eastern Europe 
to handle expected sales of 20,000 cars 
by the mid-1990s. 

Germany's Dresdner Bank and 
France's Banque Nationale de Paris 
(BNP) won approval from their share
holders to exchange up to ten percent 
of their shares, paving the way for the 
creation of the first pan-European bank
ing force. 

With a combined balance sheet of 
$500 billion, the banks will be able to 
maximize the potential of the single Eu-

ropean market as well as to compete 
with giant Japanese banks in the global 
financial markets. 

BNP, nationalized in 1981, is on the 
French government's list of companies 
to be sold to private investors. 

Four European airlines, KIM, Swis
sair, SAS, and Austrian Airlines , 
agreed in principle to form a joint oper
ating company in 1994, in the first step 
toward a full-scale merger later in the 
decade. 

KLM, Swissair, and SAS will probably 
each hold 30 percent in the new com
pany and Austrian Airlines ten percent. 

Combined, the four will create a 
major rival to Europe's big three
British Airways, Air France, and 

Lufthansa- with yearly sales of more 
than $13 billion, a fleet of 270 planes, 
and a 20 percent share of the European 
market. 

Individually, the four carriers are too 
small to survive when European air lib
eralization takes full effect in 1997. To
gether they will form Europe's second 
largest carrier after British Airways and 
the seventh biggest in the world. 

Analysts caution, however, that polit
ical, regulatory, and labor problems may 
yet ground their plans. 

The European Commission has, in 
accordance with merger regulations, re
ceived notification of German bank 
Westdeutsche Landesbank's pro
posed acquisition of a controlling inter
est in travel service and tour operator 
Thomas Cook. The Commission is ex
pected within one month to indicate 
whether it approves the deal or plans to 
carry out further inquiry. 

In 1992, Simest, an Italian firm with 
joint public and private capital, .partici
pated in the creation of 45 joint ventures 
abroad. Most were founded in Central 
and Eastern Europe. Others were set up 
in countries of growing interest to Ital
ian businesses, like Turkey, China, and 
India. Simest contributed $44.4 million, 
out of a total capital of $459 million, al
lowing for investments of $807.5 mil
lion. This trend has continued this year, 
with 65 joint ventures so far for 1993. 

Smithkline Beecham, the Anglo
American group, has announced the 
sale of its bath and body beauty prod
ucts to the American group Sara Lee for 
$211 million. The acquisition includes 
production sites in Germany, France, 
Italy, and Denmark. In 1992, these 
brands achieved a sales figure of $164 
million. With another transaction, Smith
kline Beecham sells its hair health care 
division to the German group Wella. 
These brands represent a turnover of 
$46 million. 

As a result of the sale, Smithkline 
Beecham retains interests in only Latin 
America and Spain in the toiletry prod
ucts area. The group stresses that it 
plans to concentrate its resources and 
investments on health products, mainly 
over the counter, oral treatments and 
energizing drinks. 

General Electric is planning to ac
quire a stake in SNECMA, the French 
aircraft engine manufacturer. SNECMA is 
on the list of 21 French firms that may 
he privatized. The two companies al
ready cooperate in joint ventures that 
produce CFM engines. American aircraft 
engine producer Pratt & Whitney al
ready holds a less than 5 percent stake 
in SNECMA. 

British Petroleum, which holds 86 
percent of the capital of its subsidiary, 
BP France, is to launch a bid on the re
maining 14 percent stake. Generally, BP 
holds all of the capital of its subsidiaries 
and the operation is therefore a sorting 
out of the group's interests, says the 
management of the French subsidiary. 
Three years ago, BP France sold its oil 
production activities in France to the 
ELF group. Its activities concern refining 
and the operation of a network of 700 
service stations. 

-Bruce Barnard 
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Reuters contributed to news reports in 
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With a high turnout of 85.6 perce11t, 
56.8 percent of the Danes voted Ye~s, 

while 43.2 percent voted No to tl1e 
treaty and a separate Edinburgh Agree
ment. Last year the Danes rejected tl1e 
Maastricht Treaty with a very slim 50.7 
percent majority and a slightly low•er 
turnout of 83.1 percent. 

It was a Yes, but a qualified Yes. Tl11e 
confrontation between police and No
voters the night after the referendum on 
the streets of central Copenhagen was a 
dramatic illustration of this point. The EC 
is still a highly emotional issue in Danish 
politics, and the leading anti-union groups 
have vowed that it should remain so. 

The immediate response of the busi
ness community and the financial mar
kets was different. An instant pay-off. 
The Danish central bank lowered the 
discount interest rate by one percent, 
and a number of large corporations an
nounced immediate implementation of 
investment plans that were shelved 
after the No vote last year. The govern
ment published plans to reduce taxes 
and increase public spending in an at
tempt to revive the sluggish Danish do
mestic market. 

In terms of EC politics, the more 
lasting qualifications are spelled out in 
the Edinburgh Agreement of Decem
ber last year in which the other 11 
states agreed that Denmark shall not 
be committed to accept any kind of sin
gle currency, common defense, a union 
citizenship, or deeper cooperation on 
legal matters. 

Whether the Edinburgh Agreement 
is legally binding or not was much de
bated in Denmark during the campaign. 
The government, unsurprisingly, insists 
that it is, and this interpretation has 
been supported by Denmark's EC part-

ners. But it is also generally accepted, 
outside Denmark at any rate, that a fu
ture Danish government can unilater
ally decide to scrap the agreement. 

The Danes are back on the road to 
some kind of closer EC union, but they 
want to remain in the slow lane and 
would be happy to see very little traffic 
in the fast lane. Most hope for more 
than a little help from Euro-skeptic 
friends in the United Kingdom. As a 
part of the Edinburgh Agreement, the 
Danes have promised not to block any 
new union initiatives the other 11 might 
agree on, but none of the so-called Dan
ish "opt-outs" can be retracted without 
a new referendum, as things are in the 
foreseeable future in Danish politics. 
There is, therefore, a serious risk that 
Denmark may not partake in the next 
advance in EC integration. 

When a new referendum might be 
possible is already the subject of a 
heated debate in Denmark. The leader 
of the Liberal Party, former Foreign 
Minister Uffe Ellemann-Jensen, is a 
very keen and articulate advocate of the 
earliest possible date. Few observers 

believe that a majority in the Danish 
Parliament will dare ask the Danish vot
ers to vote again on Europe before 
1996-97, when the Maastricht Treaty is 
due for review anyway. 

The Yes vote last month was a per
sonal triumph for the Social Demo
cratic Prime Minister Poul Nyrup Ras
mussen. Last year he recommended a 
Yes to the Maastricht Treaty but was 
not supported by a majority of his own 
voters. This year he was. He was much 
helped by the leader of the Socialist 
People's Party, Mr. Holger K. Nielsen, 
who reversed his No from 1 une last 
year to a Yes this year, because of the 
Edinburgh Agreement, which was 
jointly drafted by his party, the Social 
Democrats, and the Radical Liberal 
Party last fall. All three parties were in 
opposition but forced their views upon 
the Danish government (at that time 
headed by Conservative Mr. Poul 
Schluter and Mr. Ellemann-J en sen) and 
subsequently had this national political 
compromise endorsed by Denmark's 
EC partners. 

Mr. Nielsen was not supported by 
more than perhaps a fifth of his party's 
voters in his Yes last month. But he 
stuck to his view, despite the fact that 
his party was not included in the new 
government this year and was instru
mental in turning the tide on the left 
wing of the Social Democratic Party. 

The change of government is one 
key factor explaining why the Danes 
voted Yes. Another is that the second 
time the economic aspects of the vote 
had a much higher impact than before 
the first referendum. The polls showed 
a far greater fear of unemployment and 
personal economic loss in the event of 
a No vote than last year. Public knowl
edge of the content, not to say portent, 
of the Edinburgh Agreement was, ac
cording to all polls, very slight. A lack
luster, at times even boring campaign, 
did nothing to proliferate knowledge of 
what are essentially complex eco
nomic, constitutional, and legal issues. 
The headiness of last year's EC vote is 
gone, when the nationalism fostered by 
the No was nourished by the unex
pected European championship of the 
Danish soccer team. This year, by 
sheer coincidence, the soccer results 
are less impressive. @ 

Lei/ Beck Fallesen is the economic director 
for the daily Borsen newspaper and 
EUROPE's correspondent in Copenhagen. 
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EC COMMISSIONER 

People say this is a civil war and the out
side world should not get involved. Is the 
war in Bosnia a civil war or is it a war of 
Serbian aggression? 

We have a political, strategic, and 
also a moral obligation to do some
thing here and not consider the crisis 
in the Balkans as some arbitrary con
flict far away which will not affect us in 
arty way. If the conflict spreads, in
deed even NATO allies can come 
under a direct threat. Moreover, if this 
conflict is not solved and contained, if 
no political solution eventually is 
found, it can easily set a precedent for 
the type of solutions to similar con
flicts. 

We see all over Europe that there 
are hotbeds of tension stemming from 
historic ethnic conflicts. If we accept 
that a solution is dictated by the right 
of the strongest, we might as well ac
cept that gradually the whole of the 
map of Eastern Europe or of the re
publics in the former Soviet Union will 
have to be redrawn. That is in flagrant 
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Hans van den Broek, EC commissioner for external political 

relations, met with EUROPE Editor-in-Chief Robert J. 

GuHman in Washington. The commissioner spoke about the 

war in Bosnia, Western aid to Russia, and Eastern European 

countries hoping to join the European Community. 

contradiction to, if not violation of, all 
the principles that were internation
ally agreed regarding the integrity of 
territory and regarding the principle 
of no unilateral change of borders, let 
alone by force. So there is more at 
stake than purely the human factor, 
however important that is. 

Many analogies-from Munich to Viet
nam-have been made to the conflict in 
Bosnia. Do you see any analogies that 
you feel apply to the situation? 

I can understand why these analo
gies are being mentioned, and it is un
doubtedly true that so far what has 
been lacking, for many explainable 
reasons, is the power behind our poli
cies. You cannot continue to threaten a 
certain party that if he does not com
ply with the agreements reached at the 
negotiating table then he will have to 
bear the consequences unless you are 
prepared to enact those consequences. 
That is why we have constantly and 
gradually stepped up the pressure. 

Think about the sanctions that have 
been gradually strengthened and have 
been made more effective. But if the 
regular political, diplomatic, and eco
nomic instruments at your disposal for 
the peaceful settlement of disputes 
eventually don't provide results and 
don't meet the ultimate objective of a 
real peaceful solution, then you must 
not shy away from seriously consider
ing further and more stringent mea
sures, including military ones. 

Are you surprised by the atrocities tak· 
ing place in Bosnia? 

Nobody would have thought after 
the end of the cold war that the whole 
of Europe all of a sudden would be 
united and stable. But, at the same 
time, we would never have thought 
that these types of conflicts and devel
opments were in front of us. In that re
spect, we all have been taken by sur
prise and are still trying to recover 
from that shock and find adequate an
swers for what has happened. 



Briefly, what do you think is the key cause 
of this war? Is it the history of ethnic ri· 
valry, or is it somebody trying to land grab? 

It's more complex than that. One of 
the elements that certainly plays an im
portant role here is that many of the 
peoples in the Balkans for example
but it also applies to those in the re
publics of the former Soviet Union
have never had the chance to 
determine their own future and to fos
ter their own identity. Be it because at 
the time, like in the Balkans, they be
longed to the Austrian-Hungarian em
pire and as such were dictated as to 
what their form of society was going to 
be. Later, communism fixed that kind 
of an iron ring around their aspirations 
and through oppression these feelings 
and these nationalistic sentiments were 
kept under control. These pent-up feel
ings have come to a full outburst with 
the arrival of more freedom, with the 
possibility of free expression, with the 
development of the notion of self-deter
mination which we have seen. We have 

not thought through the limits of those 
principles and the consequences of 
those principles in practice, and that is 
what we now have to deal with. 

What is the moral role of the so-called 
"civilized nations" when they see atroci
ties like this happening? When does the 
situation in Bosnia reach a point where ,Ne 
will get involved? What is the defining cri· 
teria here? 

What you are asking is not when do 
you get involved- because we have 
been involved right from the beginning. 
Tremendous diplomatic and political ef
forts have been made: the conference 
under the chairmanship of Lord Car
rington and, later, the Vance-Owen 
plan; the involvement of the United Na
tions; the extraordinary effort to pro
vide humanitarian aid, where, by the 
way, the EC was in the forefront; Euro
pean troops stationed on the ground to 
protect the humanitarian relief con
voys; the tens of thousands of refugees 
taken in by the West; the assistance in 

setting up camps to resettle those dis
placed in the areas stricken by fighting. 
I could go on. So one cannot possibly 
say that we have not, right from the 
start, felt that this was also a responsi
bility for Europe to try to contribute to a 
peaceful solution. 

The real question, again, is in the 
modem day. We are no longer used to 
being confronted with situations where 
the political, diplomatic, and economic 
instruments no longer work and where 
we are being asked whether or not we 
are prepared to put real military power 
behind our political efforts, be it under 
the auspices and with the legitimation 
of Security Council resolutions. 

This provides us with another diffi
culty because a lot of the more forceful 
action that has been taken was limited 
to the readiness of each and every 
member of the Security Council to 
allow for it and not to veto those kinds 
of operations. That is still true now. 

We in the West are not free to decide 
on our own what type of measures ex
actly should be taken. We also have to 
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take into account what is the political fea
sibility of getting Security Council resolu
tions which clearly reflect the permission 
of the international community to use ex
traordinary means for political goals. 

Regarding the situation in Russia, is the 
West-the US and the European Commu
nity-personalizing diplomacy too much 
by putting all our chips on Boris Yeltsin? 
Should we look for other people there to 
work with? 

I don't believe that has been the 
approach. In Europe, we have consis
tently said that we have a vital inter
est in seeing that the political and 
economic reform in Russia and in 
Central and Eastern Europe would 
succeed. And that we should under
pin that process and support and en
dorse the endeavors of all those polit
ical leaders that are best equipped 
and in the best position to have this 
process be maintained and eventually 
yield results. So in other words, if 
there were other political leaders 
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with the same objectives [who] 
would strive for a consolidation of the 
new democratic society with the re
spect for human rights and the rule 
of law and [who] would take the mea
sures toward the free market econ
omy, we would support them as well. 

How do you assess the situation in Russia 
and the other republics today? 

It is uncertain as we all know, al
though we feel that the referendum in 
Russia certainly has strengthened the 
hand of President Yeltsin. It has not, 
however, solved the domestic power 
struggle. It remains now to be seen 
whether President Yeltsin will be in a 
position to set the process in motion 
which leads to a new constitution, a 
new electoral law, and eventually to 
new elections, and whether he can re
ally manage this process in order to 
stabilize the situation in the country. 

How would you characterize U~EC rela
tions now? 

The EC is in the forefront of providing 
humanitarian aid to Bosnia. 

Our latest consultations in the 
framework of the transatlantic coopera
tion have shown a great deal of consen
sus on issues of vital interest, be it the 
common effort that is required to revi
talize the economic situation, be it on 
security matters, and even regarding 
the crisis in Yugoslavia and a policy to
ward Central and Eastern Europe. It 
shows again that on the basics there is 
a great deal of convergence. I feel that 
the trade disputes, which now and then 
cast shadows over our relations, 
should be seen against the background 
of all the positive elements in our coop
eration. Certainly, President Clinton 
has taken up the commitment to go the 
extra mile to see to it that our trade dis
putes come to a satisfactory solution 
acceptable to both sides. And, more
over, that the US and the Community 
take as their responsibility finalizing 
the GATI negotiations before the end 
of this year. @ 
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The unfurling of the Rising Sun on a 
factory flagpole in Europe doesn't 
generate much excitement nowadays. 

apan Inc. is part of Europe's eco

nomic landscape after a $55 billion in

vestment binge since the mid-1980s, 

which has provided jobs fo1: well over 100,000 

workers at 500 industrial plants scattered across Europe. An

other $200 billion has been invested in non-manufacturing sec-

tor.s, notably banking and insurance, which has made Japan a rnajor player 

in Europe's financial markets. 

Japanese spending has tapered off in the past two years, as major compa-

nies, stung by_.....a collapse in profits and the bursting of the stock exchange 

bubble, adopt a more cautiousioreign investment stance. Butt e downturn 

also reflects th fact that strategic investments, spurred by the single Euro

pean market, are largely in place. 
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But in time, Japanese companies are 
certain to launch a new investment 
wave. Their cumulative investment is 
only half their spending in the United 
States, but the European Commission 
says it is quite conceivable that by the 
end of the decade the European market 
will be as important to the Japanese as it 
is to the Americans. 

Small and medium-size companies 
don't show up in the investment table 
yet, but they are sure to make the 
11,000-mile trip to Europe once eco
nomic activity picks up, according to the 
Japan External Trade Organization 
GETRO) . 

Japanese companies initially moved 
to Europe to establish manufacturing 
bases in the European Community, just 
as American firms did from the 1950s 
onward. But they were also spurred by 
fears of being shut out of the single mar
ket and nagging worries that the EC 
would adopt a more protectionist stance 
to protect its vtilnerable domestic pro
ducers from keenly-priced Japanese 
products. 

At least 150 import quotas, an aver
age of 40 anti-dumping actions a year 
against their exports, and a growing 
clamor for stricter local content require
ments were other powerful incentives to 
set up shop in Europe. 

Japanese companies were able to 
take advantage of exceedingly low do
mestic interest rates in the 1980s to 
fund their European invasion at virtually 
zero cost. 

European rivals are divided between 
fear of competition from Japanese firms 
building on greenfield sites and employ
ing young work forces and hope that 
their superior productivity, quality, and 
delivery will have a spinoff effect on Eu
ropean industry. 

Governments too were split. The 
UK, in particular, rolled out the wel
come mat, seeing the Japanese as 
providers of jobs and contributors to its 
trade balance. Others were less enthusi
astic, particularly France, which viewed 
Japanese investment as part of a long 
term strategy to dominate European 
markets. The UK was accused of being 
the EC's Trojan Horse. 

The standoff came to a head three 
years ago when France unsuccessfully 
fought to block the import of Nissan 
cars built in the United Kingdom. 

Now, with Europe mired in deep re
cession and record unemployment, 
France has become an assiduous suitor 
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of Japanese inward investment compet
ing against its EC partners. 

The extent to which Japan's presence 
in Europe is accepted as "normal" was 
graphically illustrated in January when 
ILVA, Italy's state-owned steelmaker, an
nounced the appointment of Hoyao 
Nakamura, a Nippon Steel executive, as 
its new managing. director. The appoint
ment of a foreigner , much less a 
Japanese, to such a high profile public 
sector job was unprecedented in Italy. 

The UK remains the favored location 
for Japanese firms, accounting for 51 per
cent of their direct investment in 1991, 
compared with Germany's nine percent 
France remains an also-ran, but it is 
tipped to move up the rankings when the 
Japanese resume their investments. 

Japanese firms have 150 plants in the 
UK employing 40,000 workers making 
everything from automobiles, semicon
ductors, and ball bearings to zippers and 
color television sets. Financial services 
followed industry, creating a community 
of 50 Japanese banks and brokerage 
houses in the City of London. 

The auto industry has captured the 
headlines, Nissan moving in first with a 
state-of-art plant in Sunderland followed 
by Honda and Toyota. 

The Japanese auto firms, which plan 
to produce around 500,000 cars by the 
mid-1990s, have turned around the once 
embattled British industry. The UK is 
producing 400,000 more cars today than 
in 1984 and has been transformed from 
a net importer to a net exporter of autos. 

The 18 Japanese television plants in 
the UK have turned a trade deficit in this 
sector into a $600 million a year surplus. 

The Japanese car "transplants" have 
scared European manufacturers who 
view them as the "enemy within," skirt
ing an agreement with the EC to limit 
Japan's direct exports to the Commu
nity until1999. 

But the Japanese presence will also 
be a powerful force to help European 
manufacturers to cut their costs. Japan's 
costs are 30 percent below Germany's 
according to Ferdinand Piech, the new 
chairman of Volkswagen. 

The Japanese have dispelled the 
myth of the all-conquering robotic 
Japanese worker who will always out
perform Westerners by achieving 
Japanese productivity levels in their Eu
ropean plants. Nissan's Sunderland fac
tory is beaten by only two other car 
plants in the world, according to indus
try analysts. 

The profile of Japanese inward in
vestment has changed over the past five 
years, as companies increase levels of 
local content (foyota is aiming for 90 
percent by 1995), shift design and re
search and development to Europe, and 
increasingly use local managers and 
suppliers. 

Japanese firms' exacting require
ments have also helped to improve qual
ity standards and delivery times at their 
European component suppliers, which 
in tum feed through to other domestic 
sectors. 

The competition will get tougher as 
Japanese component makers in Europe 
eventually move from exclusively sup
plying Japanese factories and pitch for 
business from European companies. 

Although the Japanese firms no 
longer attract political flak, they risk 
getting into the line of fire if the reces
sion deepens and their market shares 
hold up better than those of European 
companies. 

There is a residual resentment in the 
European business community toward 
the newcomers. When Fujitsu bought 
80 percent of ICL, the British computer 
firm in 1991, EC companies demanded 
its expulsion from JESSI, the EC's semi
conductor research program. SGS
Thomson, the Franco-Italian electronics 
group, claimed the Japanese industry 
has developed a "fearsome war ma
chine" as part of a long-term strategy it 
will pursue until it has "conquered the 
entire electronics industry." 

These fears are receding as Euro
pean companies form collaborative ven
tures with Japanese and American firms 
to survive in an increasingly global mar
ket requiring massive investments. 

The Japanese too are losing their in
vincible tag, finding Europe just as 
tough as the Europeans do. A few 
Japanese banks have trimmed their op
erations in London, and some industrial 
firms are shelving expansion plans, and 
one or two are rumored to be mulling a 
withdrawal from Europe. 

A survey by Japan's Ministry of Inter
national Trade and Industry (MITI) 
found that Japanese industrial invest
ment in Europe has a profit to sales ratio 
of 3.2 percent, well below the five per
cent achieved in its Asian operations. 

@ 

Bruce Barnard is a contributing editor 
to EUROPE and the Brussels correspon
dent for The J oumal of Commerce. 



. . . EC - JAPANESE R ELATI O NS: . . 

Do They Exist Beyond Trade? 
. . 
* • . . . 

s the Japanese prepare to host the annual G7 
Economic Summit next month, relations be
tween the European Community and Japan 
are centered on Japan's massive trade surplus 
with the European Community. 

Jean-Pierre Leng, EC Ambassador to 
Japan, has stated that Japan's rising trade sur

plus with the EC is a "time-bomb" that must be defused before it 
derails bilateral relations. Japan's trade surplus with the EC in 
1992 grew to more than $31 billion, up from $28 billion in 1991 
and $19 billion in 1990. 

In a recent speech, Ambassador Leng stated that he was "very 
preoccupied that a very sensitive dimension of the [EC-Japanese] 
relationship, namely the ever-growing trade deficit of the Com
munity vis-a-vis Japan, has reached a dimension which could trig
ger political tensions. This is particularly true in a period of reces
sion and growing unemployment in Europe." 

In addition to the problem of the growing trade surplus with 
Japan is the EC argument that it is very difficult for European 
firms to break into the Japanese market. 

Andreas van Agt, the EC Ambassador to the US and formerly 
the EC Ambassador to Japan, has pointed out that "it remains ex
tremely difficult to sell supercomputers to Japan, to receive con
struction contracts [to build in Japan], to get Japanese companies 
to buy value-added wood products or glass or optic fibers or pro
cessed food products like cheese. It remains virtually impossible 
for American or European lawyers to assist their corporations in 
Japan. Foreign insurance companies remain severely restricted. 
And these are not the only complaints that can be rightly made." 

While the huge trade surplus with Europe and the aggravation 
of attempting to open the Japanese market to European goods and 
services currently dominates EC-J apanese relations, there are 
many positive attempts to build understanding and cooperation 
between the EC and Japan, which go on behind the daily head
lines on trade disputes. 

Ambassador van Agt, a longtime observer of Japanese-EC re
lations, feels that, "Europe's relations with Japan and vice-versa 
are yet rather poor as compared to the firm connections either 
has with the United States. Euro-Japanese relations are virtually 
confined to economic-trade matters, they are almost devoid of a 
political or cultural dimension .... The reality is that Japan and Eu
rope are only linked with a dotted line." 

However, the times and trends appear to be changing. Lead
ers in business and government across Europe and Japan realize 
that there has to be a new relationship between the two sides that 
goes beyond arguing about trade and market access. 

The current trend appears to show Japanese and European cit
izens are looking for opportunities to learn more about one an
other. A Eurobarometer poll taken in Japan to survey Japanese at
titudes toward the EC found that the European Community is 
quite well known in Japan. Four out of five Japanese (79 percent) 
say they have heard of it. Overall, the most knowledgeable people 
about the EC in Japan are managers, professionals, and other 

white collar workers. 
Japanese are traveling to Europe on their vacations in record 

numbers. Hopefully, this increased travel will also bring about an 
improved awareness of each other's cultures. In 1991, approxi
mately one million Japanese tourists visited Western Europe-with 
most flocking to France-and spent over $3 billion. European travel 
to Japan is significantly lower. Both Europeans and Japanese, how
ever, still spend more of their time and money in the US than in 
each others' counltries. 

Last year, the EC hosted a conference in Portugal, bringing to
gether leading Japanese, European, and American journalists. 

The EC has an Executive Training Program (ETP) which of
fers a unique op ortunity for businessmen and businesswomen 
from EC countries to acquire an understanding of Japanese busi
ness and fluency in the Japanese language. EC business people 
can participate in a six-month, in-house training program in se
lected Japanese companies. 

The Europeat1s and Japanese are expanding their contacts on 
many sensitive environmental issues. They are working together 
to help solve the problems of global warming, acid rain, and for
est conservation. 

In 1991 at the Hague, the EC and Japan agreed on a joint dec
laration to improve relations. They established an institutional 
framework for consultations, including annual meetings between 
Japan's prime minister, the EC Commission, and the European 
Council presidents. 

Ambassador van Agt points out that it was "the Japanese who 
took the initiative to this declaration; they wanted to create a politi
cal partnership with the Europeans .... The declaration is closely 
modeled on the Transatlantic Declaration between the EC and the 
US and Canada, respectively." 

Many analysts feel Japan needs to become more active in 
other international organizations. There has been some discus
sion about Japan becoming a permanent member of the United 
Nations Security Council. 

Ambassador van Agt feels, 'There is a strong case for tighten
ing the political ties between Europe, the Community in particu
lar, and Japan. Japan could be, for example, associated with the 
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE). That 
organization already has non-European members." 

Both sides realize the importance of strengthening, expand
ing, and deepening relations. Hopefully, the trade disputes and 
market access complaints won't completely overshadow other at
tempts to broaden relations. Signs are encouraging that coopera
tion in many other fields is growing. 

As Ambassador Leng states, 'The EC and Japan must con
tinue to intensify their dialogue and do everything possible to re
inforce and further promote cooperation." As the EC Ambas
sador to Japan noted in a recent speech, ''We must confirm our 
mutual determination to widen and deepen the scope of our co
operation and d1alogue to cover a wide range of questions includ
ing political, industrial, environmental, and development issues. 

-Robert]. Guttman 
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havp _ some waterway-

oats are a familiar 

sight in Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Austria, the 

United Kingdom, and Der~mark. 

Germany has the largest number of paddlers. That's probably because kayaks were 
first brought to Europe by German skiers just after World War I. As the story goes, 
they were looking for a summer sport with a downhill seQsation. They built some wood 
and canvas replicas of the boats used by Inuit hunters in the Arctic Ocean. After a cou
ple of hair-raising runs down Alpine rivers, the skiers were hooked on kayaking. The 
sport then spread across the continent 

Recreational kayaking has three cat gories: white-water river running, calm-water 
touring, and sea kayaking. Each combines a physical workout with a cftat'J.ce for adven
ture, while appealing to · erent personalities. 

By far and a-waY, e most adventurous kayakers or canoeists are river num 
White-water kayaks and white-water decked-canoes closelY resemble each ~· 
main difference is at a kayaker uses a double-bladed pajfdle, while a canoeist stro 
with a single-bladed paddle. The boats are constnu:ted:(it,~pact plastic or fi~ 
glass and can withstand a "good pounding." Their ,esseatial, considering 
some of the places they end up. 

"Corsica is pretty wild," says Thierry H~ a sll&nn canoeist ~~l'reach 
Olympic team. "It's the place where the crazyku1&-g6. '1Qi!l5 man~~ 
fal1s and narrow chutes and steep drops." . 

In white-water circles the lunaJi~ are ~tb as "extreQ)e kayakl;fi."They 
wear specially padded wetsuits and 'he1t1lets with so they cad'qash into 
rocks without being injured. Aside from FraflCe's islitd ill the 
Mediterranean Sea, they fling steep rivers Austria, 
Italy, and Switzerland. But these of the 
sport 



-
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rivers or canals, wllucttltrey.~--~:h 
large touring clubs. A popular run is the 
Lorsach River that flows past one of Ger
many's prettiest Alpine towns, Garmisch
Partenkirchen. 

One of Europe's largest river touring 
operations is in the Ardeche Gorge in 
southern France. Over the course of the 
summer, thousands of Germans, Dutch, 
French, and others rent canoes in the 
town of Pont D'Arc for a one or two-day 
float trip down the Ardeche River. On 
some days the river is packed with 
"tourists in the wilderness." 

Humeau explains the attraction: "It's 
unusual in Europe to have canyons like 
this. And people come because they ap
preciate the culture and food of Ardeche." 

The United Kingdom has no great 
mountains, consequently, it's not a river 
runner's paradise. It is, however, known 
as a sea kayaker's cup of tea. 

''Most of the coast around Britain is pad
dleable, and they do a lot off the coast of Ire
land as well," said John Dowd, former edi
tor of Sea Kayak Magazine. 

A New Zealander by birth, Dowd now 
lives in British Columbia, Canada. Never
theless, he has his recommendations on 
how to integrate sea kayaking with the 
British culture. 

"I've done some coastal cruising off 
Scotland and around the Isle of Wight 
and the Isle of Mull," Dowd said. "It's sort 
of a built-up area, with little towns and 
pubs. You can do pub-to-pub type pad
dling. But you wouldn't want to drink 
much in the pub if you were paddling, It's 
nothing like a pub crawl." 

He says the Scandinavian countries are 
the place to go for a wilderness experience. 
''Denmark is a great place," he insists. 'They 
have a big kayaking tradition there, and it 
has myriads of little islands. Sea kayaking is 
the same as backpacking. You're going 
along from place to place fishing and camp
ing. It's a sport for explorer types." @ 

Mike McCormick writes about sporls and 
the outdoors from Washington, DC. 

arried with Medals While they are not main
stream sports, canoe and kayak 
racing are widely practiced in 
Europe. So much so, that the 

Olympic canoe/kayak events have long been dominated by European athletes. 
The sprint, or flatwater events, were first contested in the Olympics in 1936 

and have been a part of every Summer Games since. Much like rowing, they pit 
several boats against each other in a head-to-head race over a measured distance 
on calm water. The volatile whitewater slalom events have been in the Olympics 
only twice-in 1972 and 1992-but anyone who's seen them, remembers them 
long afterward. Slalornists negotiate a gate-course hung over a raging torrent. 
The competitors are racing against the clock, but their adversary is the turbulent 
currents. It's an unforgettable spectacle, especially when the river wins. 

Frenchman Thierry Humeau was disappointed with his placing (18th) in the 
men's canoe singles class at the Barcelona Olympics, but he certainly cele
brated when his wife, American kayaker Dana Chladek won the bronze. 

Chladek admitted that she and 
Humeau ignored each other during 
the Olympic races, because their 
events were scheduled for the same 
day. That strategy has worked for 
them before. In the 1989 World 
Championships a few months be
fore their wedding, Chladek won a 
silver medal, while Humeau won a 
bronze. 

'"''hen you race, you don't really 
care about your husband or wife, 
especially in the Olympics which is 
a real intense event," seconded 
Humeau. 

Both Olympic slalom races were 
held on man-made rivers. In 1972 
the artificial course was built in 
Augsburg, Germany. It gave kayak
ers fits because it was so boily and 

Dana Chladek and Thierry Humeau, in 
love with kayaking 

unpredictable. 
The course for last summer was built in Seu d'Urgell, a small town in the 

Pyrenees. It also had the slalomists on edge. 
"Augsburg is a safer course," explained Humeau, who has raced on both. 

"It's wider and flows more slowly, and the waves are bigger than at Seu. That 
one is a short, fast river-very shallow and dangerous." 

Quite a few racers were surprised with the outcome of the Olympic slalom. 
Several favorites-kayaker Richard Fox, of the UK, kayaker Myriam 
Jerusalami, and canoeist Jon Lugbill-all former world champions finished 
out of the medals. Chladek attributed the results to a wide-open, easy gate 
course. 

'The television people told the organizers what kind of course they wanted, 
and it really changed the race," said Chladek. "It was set for people who glide 
well. The racers who are more skilled at difficult moves were at a disadvantage." 

-Mike McCormick 
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Letter from Berlin 

G 
ermany welcomed the 
$43 billion package of 
assistance by the lead
ing industrialized na

tions (G7) to help Russian 
President Boris Y eltsin carry 
out his democratic and eco
nomic reforms as a "visible 
sign" of Western commit
ment and solidarity with the 
Russian president. 

But the Germans, who 
have insisted upon the impor
tance of helping Y eltsin, now 
make it clear that they them
selves have done enough. Fi
nance Minister Theo Waigel 
emphasized that "Germany's 
help to Russia went far be
yond the country's national 
interests." Chancellor Helmut 
Kohl is pleased that the for
eign and finance ministers in 
Tokyo now agree that "the 
success of the reform policies 
pursued by President Yeltsin 
was both in the interest of 
Russia and in the interest of 
all other countries." 

German commentators 
point out that this help ought 
to have come earlier and that 
('now it may cost more." The 
Institute for Science and In
ternational Studies in 
Cologne fears that the pack
age of $43 billion will not be 
enough to bring about the de
sirable effects in a country 
with such enormous prob
lems, ''The sum may appear 
large, but compared with the 
funds needed for East Ger
many's rebuilding it is merely 
a very small percentage." 

When President Clinton 
met with President Y eltsin in 
Vancouver and pledged $1.6 
billion of aid to Russia, Chan
cellor Kohl's office released a 
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list detailing German support 
to Russia to impress upon the 
Americans and the other G7 
members that Germany ex
pected a stronger commit
ment of its partners. Since 
1989 German aid to the for
mer Soviet Union has 
amounted to $49.8 billion and 
"has already been unrivaled 
by any other country," the 
Chancellor stressed. To this 
must be added the debt relief 
agreed upon in the Paris 
Club, an informal group of 
creditor nations. This means 
for Germany, as Russia's main 
creditor, a budget burden of 
almost $5 billion until1994. 

In addition, Germany is 
providing substantial multilat
eral aid within the framework 
of the International Monetary 
Fund, the World Bank, and 
the European Bank for Re
construction and Develop
ment. Germany is also paying 
28 percent of the humanitar
ian and technical aid provided 
by the European Community. 

According to Chancellor 
Kohl's list, German aid in 
1993 and 1994 will become 
particularly effective in three 
areas. Already in 1992, the 

German government ear
marked $3.1 billion for export 
credit guarantees for long
term loans to the newly inde
pendent republics. In 1993 
Germany is also making "a 
considerable contribution to
ward the restructuring and 
modernization of the Russian 
economy." With a total of 
$10.6 billion, Germany is sup
porting the withdrawal and 
the social reintegration of the 
Russian troops based in the 
former East Germany. Of 
this, $5.2 billion will be made 
available in 1993 and 1994. In 
December 1992 the govern
ment pledged a further 
$342.7 million. The main 
focus of the program is the 
construction of more than 
35,000 flats for the returning 
soldiers and their families. 
One part of these funds will 
be used to retrain the sol
diers for civilian professions. 

"Compared with what Ger
mans are giving and will still 
have to give Russia, the US 
help is small," said Minister 
of Economics Gunter 
Rexrodt, "but I am pleased 
that the Americans have 
jumped the hurdle and made 

a start." There is understand
ing for President Clinton's dif
ficulty of persuading Ameri
can voters and legislators 
who resist helping Russians 
while their own economy is 
still in trouble. Like the 
Americans, Germans also 
fear that Western conven
tional aid to Russia could go 
down the drain if it has no im
pact on real people. There is 
great need for innovative 
assistance. 

The Russian proverb says 
"Don't give fish to a man at 
the river, give him a fishing 
rod." Recognizing this old 
wisdom, a German private 
association called "Farmers 
Aid in Eastern Europe" was 
launched recently. Its aim is 
to teach Russian farmers the 
basics of Western farming 
methods and to support their 
free enterprise initiatives. In 
a village near Novgorod, a 
pilot project has been 
founded consisting of a farm
ers' school and a model farm 
for some 550 families. Rus
sians and ethnic Germans 
living in the region will be 
trained by German farmers 
and craftsmen in modern, 
Western farming. In addition 
to farming and raising cattle, 
the project organizers plan to 
operate a bakery, a butchery, 
a carpentry school, and a co
operative bank to make the 
farmers self-sufficient within 
a short period of time. The 
chairman of the association, 
Berthold Eckes, explains 
that food parcels must be re
placed by shipments of ma
chines and tools which help 
foster self-sufficiency. Help 
to self-help is still the best 
help. 

-Wanda M enke-Gliickert 



ATHENS 

OLYMPIA 

Although the history of an
cient Greece is often an 

interesting blend of fact and 
myth, it appears that the 
world's perception of the orig
inal Olympic Games is for the 
most part accurate. 

Olympia, located in the 
western Peloponnese, was the 
site of the first Olympic 
Games in 776 BC and despite 
almost constant warfare be-

the city in a effort to eradicate 
anything non-Christian. 

Following a series of 
earthquakes and landslides, 
much of Olympia was buried 
and lay undiscovered for over 
a thousand years. 

For the ancient Greeks 
the Olympics were more than 
athletics. Competitors and 
spectators also partook in 
hours of lectures on history 
and philosophy as well as 
speeches by many of the ora
tors of Greece. 

At first, the Olympic 
Games were confined to one 

It was not until the late 19th century that the French 
Expidition Scientifique de Moree excavated Olympia. 

tween the ancient neighbor
ing regions and cities of 
Greece, a truce was invariably 
honored during the time 
when all states came to 
Olympia to compete. Histori
cal records, which include the 
names and hometowns of the 
very first winners, indicate 
that only twice was a state for
bidden to compete because 
the truce was broken. 

The city of Olympia itself 
has had its share of hurdles 
to overcome. In 393 AD, the 
Roman emperor Theodosius I 
ordered an end to the 
Olympic Games because they 
were deemed a pagan ritual. 
Then in 426 AD, Theodosius 
II ordered the destruction of 

day and consisted of a single 
event, a footrace the length of 
the stadium. Later, additional 
races, the discus throw, the 
javelin throw, the long jump, 
boxing, wrestling, the pen
tathlon, and other events 
were added; and the duration 
of the games and correspond
ing religious ceremonies were 
extended to several days. 

Winners became national 
heroes, and as tradition pre
scribed, any three-time winner 
had the right to erect a marble 
statue to himself-women 
were forbidden as spectators 
as well as competitors. It was 
not until the late 19th century 
that Olympia was first exca
vated by the French Expedi-

tion Scientifique de Moree. In 
1896 the Olympic Games 
were revived, primarily 
through the efforts of the 
French educator and scholar 
Baron Pierre de Coubertin 
and held under the royal pa
tronage of the King of Greece 
in a new stadium constructed 
for the first Olympiad. 

Among the most interest
ing sights to visit in Olympia 
are the Excavation Museum, 
which contains sculptures 
from Olympia's temples and 
relics of the games, and the 
Temple of Zeus, where the 
Olympic flame is kept to this 
day. 

The ruins of the sports 
complex, including gyms, 
baths, pools, and sports are
nas, are highlighted by the 
stadium itself, which has 
been restored to its 4th cen
tury BC condition. 

To visit Olympia contact 
the Greek Tourist Office at 
645 Fifth Avenue, New York, 
NY 10022; 212-421-5777. 

-Kostas A. Poulakidas 

ERDAM 

HOLLYWOOI~, EUROPE 

The Netherlands is rapidly 
turning into one of the 

major television producers of 
the European Community. 
Television producers J oop 
van den En de and John de 
Mol are conquering the mar
ket for European commercial 
television programs. From 
their studios in Aalsmeer and 
Hilversum, they distribute 
their programs featuring 
Dutch performers to televi
sion stations in virtually all of 
the EC countries. 

It sounds improbable to 
have a thriving television pro
duction industry in the 
Netherlands, which has an 
extremely uncompetitive pub
lic broadcasting system. 
Scores of poorly managed en
tities retain the rights to 
broadcast radio and television 
on thrPe official channels. 
These entities, some of them 
dating back to the start of 

radio broadcasting, were 
originally based on religious 
or political beliefs. Though 
these ideological links have 
faded, public television is still 
managed by, among others, a 
Catholic, various Protestant, a 
Socialist, a Liberal, and many 
other entities. The national 
broadcasting corporation is 
largely pushed to the side. 

In 1988, things changed in 
Dutch broadcasting when the 
European Court in Luxem
bourg opened the cable net
work to outsiders. A new, 
commercial station started 
competing with the tradi
tional channels. Since then, 
attracting large audiences 
has been open competition. 
The "dream factories" of Joop 
van den Ende and John de 
Moll have been turning out 
television series, games, and 
entertainment programs. 
Within years, they were ex
porting game shows like the 
Honeymoon Quiz, series like 
Medical Center West, Good 
Times Bad Times, Friends for 
Life, and many other shows 
to television stations all over 
Europe. 

The two entertainment ty
coons have entirely different 
backgrounds. J oop van den 
Ende, 53, was born the son of 
a poor working class family in 
Amsterdam. He started work
ing at the age of 14 as a set 
builder in the theater. Later, 
he worked as a manager for 
local Dutch performers, and 
he organized entertainment 
for corporate parties. In the 
late eighties, when the closed 
Dutch broadcasting system 
was showing signs of com
mercial openings, he tried to 
start his own television sta
tion, but failed. After this set
back, he put all his efforts into 
the production of various 
shows for television. He con
tracted the major Dutch tele
vision personalities, and 
within a few years, those who 
had denied him a television 
station were knocking on his 
door in order to buy his now 
famous productions. 

John de Mol, 36, is a dif-
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ferent story. His father, a 
well-to-do businessman, 
bought a "pirate radio ship" 
in the early seventies, when 
commercial radio and televi
sion were still prohibited in 
the Netherlands. From the 
North Sea, just outside the 
territorial waters, the ship 
broadcast pop music to 
eager Dutch teenagers on 
shore. The junior de Mol be
came one of the disc jockeys. 

DUBLIN 

STORMY TIMES AT THE 
ABBEY 

The thousands of tourists 
from the United States 

and other countries who will 
make the almost ritual visit to 
Ireland's national theater, the 
Abbey, this summer will be 
unaware of the latest turmoil 

The Abbey, Ireland's national theater, was founded by William 
Butler Yeats and Lady Gregory to promote native Irish theater. 

When the pirate ships 
were closed down by the 
government, John moved to 
public television as the an
chorman of a sports pro
gram. In 1979, at the age of 
23, he started his own com
pany that has produced 
shows and entertainment for 
television ever since. His 

-major asset is his sister 
Linda, who especially in Ger
many, is extremely popular 
as a television personality. 

The J oop van den En de 
Group has its headquarters 
and studio in Aalsmeer. The 
group also has subsidiaries in 
Germany, Luxembourg, and 
the United Kingdom. Re
cently an office was opened in 
New York, where van den 
En de will fulfill his largest 
ambition, the production of 
the musical Cyrano de Berg
erac on Broadway starting 
this summer. 

- Roe/ Janssen 
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behind the scenes. The sur
prise announcement that the 
young, talented artistic direc
tor, Ms. Garry Hynes, has de
cided not to seek a renewal of 
her three-year contract at the 
end of the year has sparked 
yet another "Abbey crisis." 
She will have been the sixth 
artistic director in seven 
years which have seen a se
ries of rows between the di
rectors and the board, which 
is appointed by the govern
ment. She will have been, 
however, the first to complete 
her contract. 

The Abbey is a national 
cultural institution, having 
been founded at the begin
ning of the century by 
William Butler Yeats and 
Lady Gregory to promote na
tive Irish theater at a time 
when London provided 
Dublin audiences with its 
comedies and farces. When 
Irish political independence 

was achieved in 1922, the 
Abbey became state-funded 
and much emphasis was 
placed on its role of promot
ing the Irish language. 

It has always had a stormy 
history with such episodes as 
Yeats rejecting a play by Sean 
O'Casey and riots in the audi
ences at the mention of a 
woman's "shift" in a play by 
John Millington Synge. In 
more recent years the clashes 
have tended to occur between 
artistic directors (brought in 
to attract back audiences) and 
the board of the theater 
(which in the past has been 
seen as too traditionalist). 
The Abbey is also the most 
highly subsidized theater in 
Ireland, and this advantage 
has caused resentment on the 
part of other theaters al
though some of them have 
been more successful finan
cially than the Abbey. 

Great hopes had been 
pinned on Garry Hynes, who 
had revolutionized the the
ater in her native Galway 
through a talented company 
called the Druid. But her 
spell in the Abbey has not 
been a happy one and has 
been marked by a number of 
box-office flops. Irish audi
ences did not take kindly to 
her production of O'Casey's 
The Plough and the Stars in 
which the actors appeared 
with shaven heads and black
ened faces. There were also 
trade union problems as the 
future of the Abbey company 
of actors seemed in doubt. 

In her statement, Hynes 
says that the board of the 
Abbey "never accepted either 
the principle of the need for 
reform, or the urgency of it." 
But she has not spelled out 
what these reforms should be 
thus causing mixed reactions 
to her departure at the end of 
the year. Some commenta
tors have written that the 
board did not intend to renew 
her contract so she was jump
ing before she was pushed. 
Under-funding is seen as a 
major problem at the Abbey 
in spite of its annual $3 mil-

lion subsidy. 
There is widespread re

gret in theater circles that a 
director of her originality and 
enthusiasm has not been able 
to lift the Abbey out of its re
current artistic and financial 
problems. Ironically, her deci
sion comes just as the theater 
seems to be on the verge of a 
highly successful summer 
program with new plays by 
some of the country's best 
known playwrights such as 
Brian Friel and Frank 
McGuinness. 

-joe Carroll 

LONDON 

TIME GENTLEMEN, 
PLEASE 

The "pub," that traditional 
meeting place of the 

British male, is in decline. 
The public house, to give it 
its full title, was once the so
cial center of many communi
ties, rivaled only by the local 
church. Not any more. 

'Time gentlemen please" 
the traditional call at closing 
time in the pubs, will be 
heard less and less as the 
number of bars continues to 
shrink. The British, it ap
pears, are no longer drinking 
as many pints of beer as once 
they did. 

The ordinary English ale, 
or "bitter" as it is generally 
called, is an unchilled bland
tasting amber liquid drawn by 
pump from a barrel and 
served in pint glasses. Some 
detractors have described bit
ter as being as appealing as 
dish water. 

Beer consumption fell by 
800,000 pints a day last year. 
And 2,000 of the UK's 60,000-
odd pubs have shut since 
1989. While 80 percent of beer 
is still consumed in the bars, 
there is a growing shift toward 
US-style home drinking. 

Beer accounted for nearly 
three quarters of the UK alco
hol market in 1960 while now 
its share has fallen to just 
over half of the total market. 



Eighty percent of all beer sold in the UK is consumed in pubs. 

A number of factors ac
count for the decline-the re
cession, health concerns, 
tougher drunken-driving 
laws, and high pub prices. A 
report in April by stockbroker 
Lehman Brothers found that 
the price of many beers in the 
UK was twice that of France 
and the Netherlands. 

In a determined attempt 
to retain their clientele and 
attract new customers, espe
cially women, pubs are now 
offering entertainment. Not 
just the traditional darts and 
snooker, but live music, quiz 
nights, and even Japanese
style karaoke evenings. 

The government is also 
considering a change in the 
laws which have barred chil
dren from pubs. This often 
led to the bizarre ritual of the 
children drinking juice in the 
car park while their parents 
drank in the pub. 

Home Secretary Kenneth 
Clarke put forward a pro
posal in March to license 
some pubs to allow young
sters to be admitted until 
eight p.m. when accompa
nied by an adult. "It's time to 
relax some of the laws which 
have made the pubs no-go 
areas for families," declared 
the minister. 

Could 'Tune children 
please" be the cry which will 
help halt the decline of the pub? 

-David Lennon 

MADRID 

WEAKER PESETA TO 
INCREASE TOURISM 
IIIPbe Spanish press has 
I dubbed May 13, "Black 

Thursday," the day that the 
government requested of its 
European Community part
ners an 8 percent devalua
tion of the peseta within the 
Exchange Rate Mechanism. 

Within 24 hours, more 
bad economic news was 
to follow with the an
nouncements that the 
number of unemployed 
had reached a record high 
of 3.3 million, or 21.7 per
cent, and that inflation 
had risen to 4.6 percent. 

In the weeks leading 
up to the devaluation and 
in the midst of the elec
tion campaign, the Social
ist government was insist
ing that no such move was 
in the cards. But analysts 
say the government had 
little choice as the Bank of 
Spain had spent some $40 
billion dollars in foreign 
reserves since the autumn 
in supporting the 
currency. 

Within days, the gov
ernment had set spin doc
tors to work arguing that 
the silver lining to the de
valuation would be an in-

crease in exports and more 
tourists flooding the Span
ish beaches taking advan
tage of suddenly much 
more affordable holidays. 

Both these sectors of the 
economy are vital to Spain, 
and the government hopes 
that a surge in goods sold 
abroad would translate into 
busier factories and there
fore help stem the rise in 
joblessness. 

After the two pesesta de
valuations last fall , exports 
have surged, with an al
most 13 percent rise in the 
first quarter of this year. 

With this latest devalua
tion, the government hopes 
to see this trend continue. 

"Now we have the right 
conditions to see an impor
tant increase in exports," 
said Industry Minister 
Claudio Aranzadi a week 
after the devaluation. He 
added that Spanish busi
nesses are as competitive 
now as they were back in 
1984. 

Tourism, the leading for
eign exchange earner for 
Spain, should also benefit. In 
1992, 55 million visitors came 
to Spain, many of them at-
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tracted by the Barcelona 
Summer Olympics, the Expo 
'92 in Seville, and Madrid's 
year as the European Cultural 
Capital. 

There was some concern 
that the numbers would fall 
off in 1993, but the first two 
months of the year saw an in
crease of 5.3 percent over the 
same period in 1992. And 
with hotels, restaurants, and 
services now 8 percent 
cheaper, this could turn out 
to be a banner year for 
tourism. 

- Benjamin jones 
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~ii j - In spite of some laudable 
l trimming of ministerial ex-
j penses France's recently 
l elected Prime Minister 
j Edouard Balladur has not to
j tally foregone all the luxuri
j ous little extras that come 
l with the job. Like his prede-
j cessors, he still dines off a 

Sevres 
porcelain, 
which is so 
thickly en
crusted with 
gold that 
any broken 
pieces are 
not thrown 
out but sent 
back to the 
manufac
turer, to 
have the 
precious 
metal 
scraped off 
and recycled. 

Balladur has also brought 
his own personal touch of 
class to the office of prime 
minister. Generally sobriety 

nevertheless reveals a flashy 
r. j===. itself in dress and manner, he 

Il-l' pair of ankles. He wears red 
· ·J j socks-and not just any 

1 ~ 
1 

~===::=:=:. make. They are handmade by the venerable Italian firm of 
Gammarelli, which has been 
dressing members of the 

1 Roman Catholic Church for 
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LUXEMBOURG 

A SAVERS' HAVEN 
'Afhen Germany imple
WW men ted a 30 percent 

withholding tax on savings 
accounts in January, Luxem
bourg's banks quickly saw a 
surge of funds coming across 
their border. 

Indeed, German banks en
couraged the flow by opening 
additional branch offices in 
the Grand Duchy to help 
clients escape the levy. Nine-

. r I 
_ . ... 

two centuries. Gammarelli 
socks, available only in purple 
or crimson, are not just the 
ultimate in ecclesiastical ele
gance; they have also drawn a 
large number of secular 
clients who believe in putting 
their best foot forward. 

••• 
Being rich means being 

able to indulge your passions. 
Dutch multimillionaire "Joop" 

Van Oosterom, 55, who made 
his fortune from Volmac Soft
ware, is a chess fanatic. Once 
champion of the Netherlands 
he now organizes private 
chess tournaments to which 
he invites some of the world's 
top players. 

In Monaco recently for the 
second edition of the Melody 
Amber Tournament (which is 
named after his daughter), he 
united 12 grand masters, for
mer world champion Anatoly 

teen new German branches 
were set up in the last few 
months, increasing the total 
to 62. The banks then turn 
about half the funds back into 
Germany to invest in stocks 
and bonds. 

This is the latest action 
that has helped Luxem
bourg's total fund assets 
climb to $206 billion- a 62 
percent rise from December 
1991. 

A record 213 banks-one
fifth from Germany alone
have offices here, with assets 
valued at $436 billion. There 

Karpov and 17-year-old Hun
garian prodigy Judith Polgar 
among them. They were all 
wined and dined for two 
weeks at his expense, with 
$112,000 in prize money 
thrown in. 

All that Van Oosterom 
asked in return was adher
ence to his rules, which can 
be a bit eccentric. The order 
of play, for example, was de

termined by hav
ing some water 
nymphs retrieve 
numbers at ran
dom from the bot
tom of a swim
ming pool. And 
half the games 
were purely cere
bral contests, with 
no actual chess
board or chess
men, only a spe
cially designed 
computer program 
to help plot the 
moves. 

••• 
As a result of his interna

tionally televised interview on 
the Oprah Winfrey show-the 
first one he has granted in 14 
years-everyone is now feel
ing sorry for superstar 
Michael Jackson, 34. It turns 
out that he suffers from a rare 
skin disease. 

In Italy Ferdinando Aiuti, 
the country's leading AIDS 
expert, has been flooded with 
letters from warmhearted 
teenage girls offering skin 

are also 1,041 different invest
ment funds valued at $206 bil
lion. The financial services in
dustry accounts for nearly 
one-sixth of the country's 
economy, 20 percent of its tax 
revenue and nearly one-tenth 
of its workforce. 

The country is also said to 
have been benefiting from 
Switzerland's rejection of EC 
membership. The Grand 
Duchy offers ties to the EC 
while maintaining Swiss-like 
bank secrecy laws. By estab
lishing in one EC member 
country, a bank is free to set 

grafts, internal organs, and 
their lifesavings to help cure 
Jackson. "Stop your research 
on HIV immediately," im
plored one fan, "and find a 
remedy for vitiligo." ... • •• 

Luciano Benetton just never 
seems to run out of colorful 
ideas. In the spring/ summer 
edition of the company-spon
sored magazine Colors he 
tested for racial prejudice 
among the 800,000 readers 
by printing some pictures of 
public figures with drastically 
altered complexions. The 
Queen of England was depicted 
as a black woman and the 
Pope was featured as an Ori
ental gentleman. The ques
tion asked was: ''Would the 
change in skin color affect 
public opinion of these per
sonalities?" 

It seems that a black 
Queen looked as if she might 
be more attentive to the prob
lems of her former colonies 
and that an oriental-looking 



up businesses throughout the 
EC without having to have 
each member-country sepa
rately approve its operations. 

Luxembourg Finance 
Minister Jean-Claude Junker 
has objected to EC initiatives 
to establish a minimum with
holding tax for the Twelve. A 
15 percent tax has been sug
gested by Belgium Central 
Bank Governor Alfons 
Verplaetse. 

Junker has argued that if 
Brussels harmonizes with
holding tax rates on bank ac
counts, it must include all tax-

Pope was considered unlikely 
to have a Polish accent. 
Scarcely had the howls of out
rage at such irreverence died 
away, than Benetton came 
out with another publication: 
A sampling of the love-and
hate mail generated by the 
company's shocking advertis
ing campaigns. The slim vol
ume appeared under the 
catchy title: ''What's AIDS 
Got to Do with Knitwear?" 

••• 
Soon after Pirelli unleashed 

its latest tire ad, in which 
Sharon Stone seduces her 
chauffeur, Vauxhall has gone 
one better and produced the 
steamiest and most expensive 
car commercial ever seen on 
European television. 

To promote its new Corsa 
model, Vauxhall paid $4.7 
million for the services of five 
international supermodels: 
Linda Evangelista, Christy 
Turlington, Naomi Campbell, 
Tatjana Patitz, and grunge 
queen Kate Moss. They were 
each given a part to play in a 
slinky, often kinky, mini
drama of sexual jealousy. 
Each of them pits her racy 
lines against those of the 
Vauxhall Corsa and each of 
them is outclassed. Evange
lista smashes a row of crystal 
chandeliers in a jealous 
frenzy, Campbell stalks 
around in leather shorts and 
thigh-high boots, and Moss, 
wearing a top-heavy hairdo of 
sculptured curls and a vapid 

free havens that are not EC 
members. These include 
Switzerland, Austria, and the 
Channel Islands of Jersey and 
Guernsey. 

Another component of 
any EC effort on withhold
ing taxes must include, 
Junker said, the harmoniza
tion of fiscal accounting 
rules that allow companies 
to skirt the levy in some 
member countries. 

Meanwhile, pressure from 
Bonn prompted the Associa
tion of Luxembourg Banks 
and Bankers to caution finan-

smile, is knocked off the cat
walk into the audience by the 
Corsa's bumper. 

The ad took a year to plan, 
four weeks to shoot, and runs 
for 80 seconds. A sequel is al
ready planned which will 
show each of the models plot
ting revenge on the 
sassy little hatch
back. 

••• 
Ever since Alan 

Spada, the mayor of 
St. Tropez, banned 
her dogs from the 
beach four years 
ago, Brigitte Bardot 
(58) has been pout
ing behind the 15-
foot-high walls of 
her villa, "La 
Madrague." Now 
she may have found 
just the man to 
avenge her: her 
new husband. 

"Monsieur BB," 
as the locals call 
him, is a 51-year-old 
businessman by the 
name of Bernard 
d'Ormale. After 
sweeping Bardot off 
her feet last August, he is 
now running a vitriolic cam
paign to oust Spada from of
fice. He promises to change 
the "antiseptic and cold" at
mosphere of Spada's regime 
and restore the festive mood 
that reigned in St. Tropez in 
the sixties. One of his ideas 
is to have a brigade of pretty 

cial institutions here to be 
less aggressive in their mar
keting strategies. 

-james D. Spellman 

--
THE SHOOTI~IG OF 
SPIRITS 

Lisbon was a key player 
among the star-studded 

cast-which includes Jeremy 
Irons, Meryl Streep, and 
Glenn Close-for the filming 
of Denmark's Oscar-winning 

girls patrolling the streets, 
asking people if they are 
happy. 

Should her Prince 
Charming be elected mayor, 
Bardot may finally be per
suaded to emerge from her 
walled sanctuary where she 

has been locked away with 
her menagerie of cats, dogs, 
goats, and donkeys. "I've 
found what I've been search
ing for a long time," she con
fessed after h<~r marriage, "a 
species in danger of extinc
tion-a real man." 

••• 
In its annual spring list of 

producer Bille August's multi
million dollar production of 
Chilean writer Isabel Al
lende's family saga The House 
of the Spirits. 

Portugal played the ideal 
host for the shoot, which 
began in January near the pic
turesque fishing village of 
Vila Nova de Milfontes in 
Portugal's Alentejo region. 
The film crew moved to Lis
bon, then back to do some 
studio work in Denmark be
fore wrapping up the shoot in 
Lisbon in April. 

Oscar-winning British 

the UK's richest people, the 
Sunday Times has continued 
to rank Queen Elizabeth at the 
top of the 400 names it cites. 
It is almost impossible to 
give an exact figure of Her 
Majesty's wealth, since a siz
able part of her property and 
assets, like the Crown Jew
els, for example, actually be
long to the State. After some 
immensely complicated cal
culations, her total fortune is 
listed as $7.6 billion, with 
$688 million of it as her per
sonal wealth. 

The Queen is in mostly 
male company on the list 
(she is one of only 25 
women) and quite a few of 
the wealthiest names have a 
foreign ring to them. In sec
ond place, for example, are 
Gad and Hans Rausing from 
Sweden, who have amassed 
$6.1 billion in the UK with 
their Tetra Pak food packag
ing business. And not too 
much further down, at num
ber 11, is the financial specu
lator George Soros, who has 
accumulated $1.1 billion 
since leaving his native 
Hungary. 

The number of aristo
crats is down to 60, and only 
64 on the list attended either 
Oxford or Cambridge Uni
versity. The message seems 
to be that you do not need to 
start out at the top to end up 
there. Could this be John 
Major's classless society? 

-Ester Laushway 
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actor Jeremy Irons (Esteban 
Trueba) acts as the pivot be
tween Meryl Streep and 
Glenn Close in the $27 mil
lion movie which traces three 
generations of the turbulent 
family saga of the True bas. 
Ms. Allende never makes the 
setting of her novel explicit 
but chooses instead to evolve 
the story around three key 
stages in 20th century Chile. 
Isabel Allende herself is a 
cousin of the late Chilean 
President Salvador Allende 
who was killed in the military
led coup of 1973. The revolu
tion, which led to General Au
gust Pinochet seizing power, 
acts as the background to the 
film's curtain closer, while 
the earlier stages take place 
in the 1920s and the 1960s. 

"It's a story about contrast 
in society, about love 
and hate. The mascu
line world is the action 
part, the earthly part, 
while the female is 
more ethereal and has 
to do with emotions 
and forgiveness," Mr. 
August explains, con
ceding that "It's true 
the story takes place 
in South America, but 
it's a huge family story 
which could be any
where in the world." 

After searching all 
of South America, 
namely Chile and Ar
gentina, Bille August 
chose Vila Nova de 
Milfontes, which lies 
about 70 miles south 
of Lisbon, as the spot 
with the right feel for 
the story. 

"Portugal looks 

20th century mansion of The 
Three Marias, buried deep in 
Portugal's southern agricul
tural region of the Alentejo. 
In Lisbon, they chose historic 
sites such as Queluz Palace, 
the cathedral, parliament, Lis
bon's port, and the palace of 
Independence to depict such 
scenes as the Pinochet-or
chestrated coup. 

Portugal's landscapes 
have long provided the 
scenery for international pro
ductions. Portugal is in fact 
the European country which 
has been the most chosen 
site for movies. Between 1988 
and 1992, a total of 17 4 inter
national films, such as Fred 
Schepisi's Russia House, have 
taken advantage of Portugal's 
fine weather, historic cities, 
beautiful countryside, and fa-

among the cast of 2,000, 
which included 20 Chileans. 

"It's a great adaptation. 
They assured us nothing was 
lost from the book in the 
script. It is a very powerful 
story," enthused Glenn Close, 
who plays Ferula, Esteban's 
ummarried sister. 

The film will open in the 
US in November, after its 
world premiere in Germany 
on October 21. 

-Sarah Provan 

PARIS 

CARDO FROM 
CHANTELOUP 

Among the newcomers in 
the right wing govern

ment elected by the French 
in March is Pierre 
Cardo, the man who 
dethroned former 
Prime Minister 
Michel Rocard from 
his seat in the Paris 
suburb of Conflans
Sainte-Honorine. 
That victory alone 
separates Cardo from 
the crowd, but it is 
not just as Rocard's 
nemesis that he com
mands attention. 

For the past 10 
years Cardo has been 
the mayor of the com
munity of 
Chantelourrles-Vi
gnes, where 80 per
cent of the inhabi
tants-mainly 
immigrants from 
North Africa-live in 
a low-cost housing de
velopment riddled 
with delinquency, un-like South America; 

there are good pro
duction people; and 

Newly elected Pierre Cardo wants to make employment, and 
parents legally responsible for the conduct of drug abuse. Not con-

it's much, much 
cheaper," explained 
Samona Benzakein of the 

their children. tent with simply apply-

Paris-based public relations 
company, Publicity in Eu-
rope. 

The production team dedi
cated two months and one 
million dollars to the con-
struction of a replica of the 
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vorable costs. 
American beauty Winona 

Ryder, recently seen in Bram 
Stoker's Dracula, Vanessa 
Redgrave, and new Spanish 
discovery Antonio Banderas 
(Pedro Almodovar's Tie Me 
Up. Tie Me Down) were also 

ing the usual band-aid 
solutions provided by various 
social services programs, 
Cardo decided to try some 
less conventional remedies. 

In 1984 six unemployed 
youths in Chanteloup came 
up with a plan for a "commu
nity development" association 

that would be run not by pro
fessionals but by the people 
themselves in need of help. 
The idea was not entirely 
their own; it was inspired by 
similar community self-help 
groups organized by the ex
treme Left in some of Brazil's 
poorest areas. Instead of 
stamping on the project with 
right wing indignation, Cardo 
took a gamble and let the 
young Loups (wolves), as 
they became known, show 
what they could do. 

Within five years the origi
nal Loups had given birth to a 
whole litter of active and porr 
ular clubs dealing with spe
cific groups like adolescents, 
single mothers, children, and 
the elderly. Chanteloup began 
receiving visits and hearty 
congratulations from govern
ment ministers who were only 
too glad to be able to hold up 
a seedy block of tenements as 
a shining example of commu
nity spirit at work. 

There have been some 
sour grape-type grumblings 
from rejected-feeling social 
workers. The Loups are not 
properly qualified, they point 
out, and "they only help Alge
rians." The answer given to 
the first complaint is that 
practical, hands-on experi
ence is worth more than any 
diploma and as for the sec
ond, "It's normal," say the Al
gerians, "there are more of us 
than anyone else." 

Pierre Cardo, after show
ing how liberal-minded a 
mayor he could be, is now 
tackling French government 
on the national level. With his 
trademark white scarf slung 
around his neck and his pipe 
firmly gripped between his 
teeth, he has already arr 
proached Simone Veil, the re
cently appointed minister of 
Social Affairs, Health, and the 
City. 

He would like a law to be 
passed making parents re
sponsible for the conduct of 
their children. He believes 
that parents who do not look 
after their children properly 
should be penalized-per-



haps have their family al
lowance withdrawn or have a 
fine imposed. Among the par
ents he brands guilty of ne
glect are those who let their 
children hang around on the 
streets at night and who often 
do not even want to come and 
pick them up from the police 
station afterward. 

Cardo realizes that his 
proposal will meet with some 
furious opposition from civil 
libertarians, but he is not eas
ily put off. His experience in 
Chanteloup has taught him 
not to listen when people tell 
him something is impossible, 
"I say that if politicians are 
not willing to take risks, 
French society will explode." 

Carda's proposal, fairly ex
plosive itself, is now lying in 
the government's court. It 
will be interesting to see how 
it is handled and what future 
fireworks Chanteloup's 
mayor will set off in the 
French National Assembly. 

-Ester Laushway 

ROME 

PATERNITY LEAVE 

Ahistory-making decree of 
the Constitutional Court 

confirms that, as far as family 
and children are concerned, 
Italians are among the most 
socially progressive popu
laces. The highest Italian 
court has decided that from 
now on fathers too can be 
granted leaves of absence 
from their workplace in order 
to take care of their children. 
Until now, only women were 
given this opportunity. 

Fathers will be granted 
this permission up until the 
baby's first birthday. But, 
since women are allowed var
ious extensions even later on 
(for example, if the child is 
sick), one can imagine that 
soon this last "discrimina
tion" against fathers will fall 
as well. 

This decree, which will 
revolutionize the habits and 
work arrangements of many 
Italian families, is based on 

two conditions. First, 
the mother must 
have a job outside the 
home. The father, 
too, cannot be self
employed. Second, 
the father must pre
sent his employer 
with a declaration by 
the mother that she 
is willing to be substi
tuted by her hus
band, and a declara
tion by the wife's 
employer that attests 
to the fact that the 
woman is renouncing 
her right to take care 
of the child. 

All this is another 
confirmation of the 
particular role that 
the family has always 

Legoland celebrates. its 25th anniversary as one of Denmark's biggest 
tourist atractions. 

played in Italian society and 
economy. Even before the 
Constitutional Court ren
dered this judgement, Italian 
legislation was on the cutting 
edge in guaranteeing the 
rights of working mothers. 
Women, besides having the 
right to stay at home with full 
pay during the last two 
months of pregnancy (or 
even longer, if there are com
plications) and for three 
months after giving birth, 
have the right to take two 
hours off a day for nursing, al
ways at full pay. Further
more, if the mother decides 
to stay at home, her job is 
guaranteed without pay until 
the third birthday of the 
child. 

-Niccolo d'Aquino 

COPENHAGEN 

PLASTIC BRICKS BUILD 
BILLUND 

Among Denmark's handful 
of internationally known 

products, the Lego plastic toy 
brick is not only a perennial 
financial success, it is also a 
growingtourista~action. 

Denmark's Legoland, which 
this year celebrates its 25th 
anniversary, is located next
door to the factory headquar-

ters in Billund, Jutland. 
Originally designed as lit

tle more than an outdoor 
showroom for the factory, 
Legoland has developed into 
a major tourist attraction. 
Last year more than 1.2 mil
lion people visited Legoland, 
two thirds of them foreigners. 
This year the figure is ex
pected to be higher. Though 
modest by the standards of 
Tivoli in Copenhagen, with 
more than four million visi
tors a year, Legoland is the 
third-ranking tourist attrac
tion in Denmark. And Tivoli 
has been around for six times 
as long as Legoland. 

This year's newcomer in 
Legoland is Holland in minia
ture, a construction task cre
ating a demand for two mil
lion bricks, and bringing the 
total investment in bricks be
yond 40 million. But the talk 
of the town and in Denmark 
generally is linked to the re
tirement of the 72-year-old 
Godtfred Kirk Christiansen, 
in charge of the family-con
trolled business since 1958. 
Also venerably known as the 
King of Lego, Godtfred Kirk 
Christiansen is much more 
an example of the American 
dream than the Danish 
dream. His father had a very 
small factory producing 
wooden toys, and by the age 

of 12 he was part of the daily 
operation. He left school 
early and never acquired any 
formal education at a higher 
level. Instead he became a 
full-time entrepreneur. 

Billund is in a rather poor 
part of Denmark, and the 
thousands of jobs that Lego 
provided made Billund more 
or less a company town. 
More than that, it also gave 
Billund Denmark's second 
largest airport, originally es
tablished as Lego's private 
airstrip, adjacent to the fac
tory and now Legoland. 

Christiansen's drive is 
highly unusual in Denmark, 
where tax rates remain al
most prohibitive and where 
the political culture has be
come more and more ori
ented toward the employees, 
their pensions, and social 
rights. Things may be chang
ing, at least slightly. The new 
Social Democratic coalition 
government promises to pro
vide more incentives to en
trepreneurs, among them a 
special allowance of almost 
$1,000 a month to any unem
ployed person wanting to set 
up a new business. How 
many new "Legos" will be 
created is an open question. 
But some say that it is at least 
a start. 

-Lei/ Beck Fallesen 
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ART 
Americans in Givemy 

The American Museum in 
Givemy celebrated its one 
year anniversary on June 2. 
Although Givemy's claim to 
fame is the former home and 
spectacular flower and water 
gardens of world-famous 
French impressionist Claude 
Monet, now there is even 
more reason to take the 45-
minute drive from 
Paris ( 40 miles west) 
to this small village on 
the border between 
the lie de France and 
Normandy. 

neighbor, Iilla Cabot Perry, 
an American artist from 
Boston, who shared his pas
sionate interest in gardens, 
encouraged her friends to 
visit. By the end of the cen
tury, more than half the 
houses in Givemy were occu
pied by ·American artists. 

As Perry recalled, Monet 
admonished them all to 
"paint what you really see, 
not what you think you ought 

founded the Terra Museum 
of American Art in Chicago in 
1987 and were looking to 
build a museum to help cele
brate American artistic 
achievement in the land that 
gave birth to Impressionism. 
The Givemy project began in 
1986 when the Terras discov
ered that Iilla Perry's prop
erty and studio in Givemy 
were for sale. When they 
found that the land was too 

The Terras were attracted 
to Givemy in the first place 
because it had been the 
largest, longest-standing 
American artist colony. Says 
Judith Terra, 'We both per
sonally loved the Impression
ists (the bulk of their per
sonal collection is American 
Impressionists), and we knew 
that many works had been 
painted right here in this vil
lage. We wanted to show our 

Monet lived in 
Givemy from 1883 
until his death in 
1926. Here, inspired 
by the lily pond that 
he created, he painted 
the huge canvases of 
the Nympheas series, 
which can be seen in 
the Orangerie Mu
seum in Paris. His 
house and gardens 
were restored and 
turned into a museum 
in 1980, showcasing 
reproductions of his 
most famous works, 
his collection of 
Japanese (18th-19th 
century) prints, and The American Museum in Giverny celebrated its one year anniversary on June 2. 

his ingenious garden designs. 
It was during Monet's stay 

in Givemy that thousands of 
aspiring American artists 
came to study in France-to 
Paris, Brittany, and Provence. 
Many also made their way to 
Givemy to meet with Monet, 
who had moved there be
cause of the unusual charac
ter of the landscape and the 
special quality of the pearles
cent light. Monet's next-door 
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to see; not the object as iso
lated in a test tube, but the 
object enveloped in sunlight 
and atmosphere, with the 
blue dome of heaven re
flected in the shadows." 

The new American Mu
seum in Givemy is the brain
child of Daniel Terra, who 
had been Ambassador-at
large for Cultural Affairs 
under President Reagan. He 
and his wife Judith had 

small for development and 
the house unable to accom
modate valuable paintings 
(sophisticated security sys
tems could not be installed; 
the same applies to Monet's 
home which can only house 
reproductions), the Terras 
purchased the contiguous 
property Gust down the road 
from Monet's gardens) and 
looked for an architect who 
shared their vision. 

gratitude to the French as 
well as provide a venue to ex
pose French and Europeans 
to American historic art." 

The museum's inaugural 
exhibition, Lasting Impres
sions: American Painters in 
France, 1865-1915,continu
ing through this year, in
cludes masterpieces painted 
by Americans like Winslow 
Homer, John Singer Sargent, 
Mary Cassatt, and Theodore 



Robinson, who were all 
strongly influenced by Monet 
as well as by other great 
French painters a century 
ago. Of these, it was Robinson 
who did more to win the ac
ceptance of Impressionism in 
the United States than any 
other painter of his genera
tion. Not only influenced by 
Monet, Robinson also became 
a close friend of the artist. His 
best-known work and coinci
dentally a favorite of the Ter
ras, The Wedding March, doc
uments the betrothal of 
American painter Theodore 
Butler to Monet's stepdaugh
ter in 1892. The painting, 
which shows the couple leav
ing the mayor's house (the 
building is still standing
next to the new museum), 
captures the spontaneous, 
transitory moment of which 
Monet was the undisputed 
master. It has also been de
scribed as an artistic render
ing of " ... the Wedding of 
French-born Impressionism 
to American art .... " 

Currently, the Musee 
Americain is featuring a spe
cial exhibit of Maurice Pren
dergast's work. Born in St. 
John's, Newfoundland, and 
raised in Boston, Prendergast 
went to Paris at the age of 31 
to study painting. The exhibit 
will showcase every medium 
he employed: monotypes, wa
tercolors, and oils. A former 
fashion illustrator, Prender
gast was fond of painting 
Parisian parks and cafes, 
bustling city boulevards, and 
beaches populated by grace
ful women and charming chil
dren beautifully attired. Ac
cording to the Terras, future 
exhibits will focus on what 
was going on in art in France 
compared to what was hap
pening in America during the 
same time period. For exam
ple, a comparative exhibit of 
contemporaries Prendergast 
and Degas is in the works. 

The Terras are deter
mined to preserve the ambi
ence of Givemy, which has 
virtually remained the same 
since Monet's time. Thus, the 

Musee Americain has been 
designed to blend into the 
natural hilly landscape of this 
celebrated Norman village. 
The building itself is con
structed of natural limestone 
quarried in Normandy; the 
roof is covered in heather. 
The surrounding gardens 
complement the museum 
structure and are another vi
sual reminder of the light and 
color that attracted so many 
American artists to Givemy. 

The same care that has 
been taken to preserve the 
site shows in the innovative 
museum design and exhibi
tion techniques. French ar
chitect Philippe Robert, origi
nally hired as a consultant, 
came up with the complete 
design concept that everyone, 
including the local village 
council, approved. Robert 
"sought to create a unique at
mosphere for the apprecia
tion of art." He juxtaposed 
subtle colors and materials, 
contrasting shadow and light 
and creating an openness be
tween the interior and exte
rior of the building. The color 
scheme of earth tones recurs 
throughout the three gal
leries filled with natural light. 
The end product is a state-of
the-art modem museum, a 
feat that was not easily ac
complished in the hills of 
Normandy. 

Judging by its rave re
views from French and Amer
icans alike, the Musee Amen
cain is as much a tribute to 
modem-day French-Ameri
can cooperation as to the his
torical artistic connection be
tween the two countries. 

Musee Americain is open 
to the public from Aprill 
through October 31 from 10 
a.m. to 6 p.m. Tuesday 
through Sunday. Tours can 
be scheduled through the 
Musee Americain Givemy of
fice (32-51-94-65). 

-janet Bennett 

Art Under 30 
Although international ac

claim often eludes acknowl
edged talents in the art world, 

a group of fledgling artists 
were given worldwide expo
sure recently for their inven
tion and promise. Sixty 
artists, all younger than 30-
years-old from a half-dozen 
European and US cities, 
showcased their Invention 
through Reason, the Hopes of 
Mankind, the Dreams of 
Youth at the National 
Academy of Design in New 
York City. The exhibit repre
sented entries in an interna
tional painting competition 
sponsored by FIAR, an Italian 
defense and aerospace 
agency in celebration of its 
fiftieth anniversary. Ten 
artists each from Rome, Lon
don, Paris, Milan, New York 
and Los Angeles were se
lected to compete for prizes 
of nearly $20,000. The exhibi
tion in New Y or marked the 
last leg of its six-city tour. 

Callum Innes, an Edin
burgh native, took highest 
honors in the competition 
with her Two Identified 
Forms, an oil on canvas. 
Other winners include Ste
fano Arienti, Massimo Kauf
mann, and Paola Pezzi of 
Milan; Andre Bick of London; 
and Rory Devine of Los Ange
les. The work, much of which 
fused art and science themati
cally, included traditional 
media of oils and acrylics. 
However, many of the artists 
eschewed tradition for work 
in wood, resin, aluminum and 
mixed media. 

FIAR, which has sup
ported other artistic and his
torical projects, such as the 
Poldi Pezzoli Museum and 
the Brera Astronomical Ob
servatory in Milan, an
nounced its plans to continue 
to invest in human as well as 
technical innovation. 

-Christina Barron 

BOOKS 
LET'S GO 19~~3: The 
Budget Guide to Europe 
St. Martin's Pr·ess. 881 
pages. $15.95. 

Every year thousands of 
students armed with back-

packs and Eurail passes travel 
to Europe. Most of these are 
hardcore budget travelers, al
ways looking for the dirt
cheap bargains in food, fun, 
and accommodations. To help 
them find their way and 
stretch their dollars, many 
take along the book consid
ered the budget traveler's 
bible, Let's Go Europe. 

Besides its distinctive 
bright orange cover Let's Go is 
unique in that it is put out by 
students (although On the 
Loose, a rival publication writ
ten by students from the Uni
versity of California, Berkeley, 
has surfaced recently). For 23 
years Harvard Student Agen
cies (HSA), a non-profit orga
nization staffed by students, 
hasresearched,written,and 
published the annual guide 
and a number of spinoff 
books. 

The first Let's Go guide 
was written in 1960 by Oliver 
Koppell, a Harvard student 
and HSA member who was 
running a travel service that 
booked students on charter 
flights to Europe. Koppell and 
another student decided to 
provide their customers with 
information on inexpensive 
hostels and restaurants, so 
they prepared a pamphlet of 
travel tips. The original, 
mimeographed handout was 
included free with each cus
tomer's travel package. 

The idea was well re
ceived, and the next year an
other Harvard student wrote 
a 64-page booklet, published 
in the fall of 1960, based on 
his own experiences of Euro
pean budget travel. The team 
of writers who were hired the 
following year to write the 
booklet were accused of pla
giarizing material from the 
Frommer book Europe on $5 
a Day, and the fledgling Let's 
Go became involved in a law
suit over the matter. 

The organization was in 
serious trouble in late 1961, 
when James Posner was 
hired to revamp Let's Go. Pos
ner, then a freshman, decided 
to change the character of 
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0 Thesaurus Guide 1992. Com
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Let's Go from a simple pam- are prepared for their trip. places around the world" se- signs of hurried editing. And, 
phlet handed out soleiy to the They participate in an exten- lected by the writers of Inter- this ambitious compendium 
charter service customers to sive training program, which national Living magazine. leaves out other important in-
a nationally distributed book. includes excursions into The book takes the reader to formation that could be vital 
He hired a newlywed couple Cambridge to practice re- a dizzying array of premier to a traveler relying on it as 
to research the next edition viewing local hotels and sights, hostelries, restau- the only source of trip infor-
during the summer of 1962. restaurants. rants, resorts, and shopping mation. For example, the 
Joseph and Brigitta Troy (a After final exams are fin- areas throughout the world. lovely description of Srinagar 
Harvard Law student and a ished, the researchers set out And, as if that were not fails to mention the religious 
recent Radcliffe graduate) vis- on their journeys, which can enough, the editor throws in strife that has caused the 
ited 22 cities in 72 days on last for up to eight weeks, de- the magazine's selections of State Department to put it, as 
their trip, which also doubled pending to where they are the "top retirement homes, well as other parts of India, 
as their honeymoon. Posner traveling. It's not all fun, how- employment and educational on its watch list. 
spent that same summer in ever. Although their trips are opportunities, real estate Notwithstanding these 
New Y ark City, seeking ad- paid for by Let's Go, re- buys, and a 'quality of life limitations however, The 
vertisers and retail distribu- searchers travel alone on index' for good measure." World's Best would be a plea-
tors and was spectacularly tight itineraries and even Well- organized by coun- surable addition to any travel-
successful. The 1963 edition tighter budgets. They visit try and region, the book be- ers' library. 
was distributed nationally. It each restaurant and hotel gins with 14 chapters on Eu- -Robert S. Bassman 
received rave reviews and listed in the previous year's rope, ranging from 28 pages 
sold ten thousand copies im- edition (to ensure that the es- devoted each to the UK, France on the TGV. 
mediately, and the next edi- tablishment hasn't become a France, and Germany to a By Mark Beffart. Mustang 
tion sold twice as many the tourist trap) and investigate slim two pages on the Com- Publishing Co. 288 pages. 
following year. new places. Each week they monwealth of Independent $12.95. 

Now Let's Go is billed as file a write-up of the past States. Although the title To many travelers, France 
the world's most popular seven-days' travel. One might suggest <m egoistic ap- conjures images of Paris 
travel guide. Last year, read- week's research may include proach to the subject matter, cafes and restaurants, or 
ership was estimated at over 3 over 70 pages. Additionally, the authors (and hopefully maybe the beaches of the 
million. The profits from the one must always be ready for the readers) from the outset COte d'Azur. But France has 
sales of the Let's Go books are unexpected adventures-sev- appear to be having fun with much more to offer, yet be-
plowed back into HSA and are eral years ago, the researcher the chapter titles. The book is cause of its size, which is 
used to fund other Harvard in Sweden was chased up a replete with titles such as, large by European standards, 
student programs. tree by a reindeer. ''Warms: The Strangest His- many visitors often find it dif-

Unlike many other travel The work isn't over when tory," (on the Rhine) and ficult to fit other parts of the 
books of the time, Let's Go, the researchers have finished 'The Best Bull in Town" (Las country into their vacation 
with its offbeat, tongue-in- their task. During August, a Ventas and Vista Alegre, in plans. 
cheek style, appeals espe- team of editors in Cambridge Madrid). So comprehensive With the help of the TGV 
dally to students on strict begins the task of preparing does the The Best try to be (frain a Grande Vitesse), this 
budgets who want more than the book for publication. The that it even includes 'The may change. "Imagine travel-
a list of sights to see. By the new editions can be found in best restaurant toilets" in its ing nearly 200 miles per hour 
late 1970s, Let's Go was so bookstores by mid-Septem- Paris section (Bofinger and on a train in complete com-
successful that it expanded to ber and in European youth Le Cafe Castes). fort and safety. The ride is so 
include a series of more in- hostels and campgrounds Any reader will, of course, quiet and smooth, you hardly 
depth guides covering indi- soon after. take issue with some, if not notice you're moving," writes 
vidual European countries -Maia Gemmill many, of the book's selec- Mark Beffart in France on the 
and specific regions and a US tions. I for one totally agree TGV. Subtitled "How to Use 
version, Let's Go USA. The World's Best-The that The Grill Room at the the World's Fastest Train to 

Today, writer/researchers Ultimate Book For the Connaught is the best restau- Get the Most out of france," 
are chosen every February International Traveler. rant in London, but choosing the book is precisely that: a 
and March by Let's Go's man- Edited by Cathleen Peddi- the hotel itself over Clar- comprehensive travel guide 
aging staff, who look for in de- cord. Agoria Inc. 616 pages. idge's seems questionable. to over 50 cities in different 
pendent students with a nose What took the Lord seven Likewise, Twenty-One in regions of the country acces-
for budget travel and good days to create and human- New Y ark is a lovely place, sible via the TGV system. 
writing skills. Proficiency in a kind thousands of years to but its selection over Lutece Since the opening of the 
foreign language is helpful discover and build upon, The makes me wonder about the first high speed line between 
but not required. This year 80 World's Best attempts to iden- taste buds of the critic. Paris and Lyons in 1981, the 
writer/researchers were cho- tify and define the best of in While these are personal TGV has expanded to reach 
sen out of an applicant pool of less than 600 pages. In sort of disputes, for a fifth edition virtually every comer of the 
over 200. About 40 of these a written Lifestyles of the Rich The Best does contain too country. The latest addition is 
students will contribute to the and Famous this "historical many errors. Naming Wash- the hyper-modem TGV Atlan-
Europe edition. anecdotal manual" attempts ington's Four Seasons (built tique line, serving western 

After editors have chosen to name and describe "those in the late seventies) as the France: "From its complex 
their staff, the researchers unconventional and special capital's "oldest" hotel shows microprocessor to the high-
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tech suspension system that (through the Chunnel), it azulejos. of Pablo Picasso's paintings, 
ensures a smooth ride, the may become the dominant The National Gallery will sculptures, drawings, and 
TGV Atlantique is a train 20 means of travel in 21st cen- run this exhibit from N ovem- graphics offers some sur-
years ahead of its competi- tury Europe. her 7 through February 1, prises. The works, assembled 
tion." Beffart's chapter on the -jonas Weiss 1994. For more information for the first time, are part of a 
history of the TGV may go call 202-842-6353. collection of Mr. and Mrs. 
beyond the interests of the ALSO NOTED ... Peter Ludwig. 
average traveler, but we get The J. Paul Getty Museum is Already in the 1940s, the 
the idea-with a speed The city of Memphis will hosting an exhibit of the 18th young Mr. and Mrs. Ludwig 
record of over 300 miles per host the largest exhibition century Italian draftsman Gio- were great admirers of the 
hour this train saves time. ever shown in North America vanni Battista Tiepolo Spanish artist. Collecting Pi-

What we also find out is on the French Emperor through July 25. Twenty-five casso during the successive 
that although the TGV may Napoleon Bonaparte from ofTiepolo's pieces are on loan decades turned into an exten-
seem a ground-travel equiva- now through September 22, from the Metropolitan Mu- sive and unusual collection of 
lent of the Concorde in tech- 1993. Held in the Grand Exhi- seum of Art's extensive collec- works of all Picasso's differ-
no logy and speed, it is much bition Hall at The Memphis tion of his work. Included in ent creative periods. The col-
more affordable. With a per- Cook Convention Center, this this exhibit are examples of lection presents a variety of 
passenger cost of operation exhibit features 175 pieces of his figural studies, such as a examples of Picasso's devel-
25 percent below that of cars art and other historic objects drawing of Apollo racing his opment from his beginnings 
or airplanes, the TGV way of belonging to the legendary chariot across the sky, used in Barcelona to his late work. 
traveling is not limited to just emperor. Included are Napo- for the ceiling decoration of The exhibition will be on 
the rich and famous. Of leon's cradle, throne, uni- the gallery of the Palazzo display in Nuremberg, Ger-
course, if you have the money forms, carriage, and several Clerici in Milan. Also are many from June 18 till Octo-
to spend, the opportunity is paintings of Napoleon by sheets from his series of her 10 to mark the occasion 
there. Beffart suggests rent- master artists such as prints the Capricci and of the re-opening of the Ger-
ing an entire TGV for a pri- Jacques-Louis David (Bona- Scherzi di fantasia. manisches Museum. For more 
vate party for a mere $36,000 parte Crossing the St. Bernard The J. Paul Getty Mu- information contact the Ger-
(Paris-Lyons round trip.) For Pass). Also shown are exquis- seum, located in Malibu, Cali- man Information Center 
those with more modest am- ite decorative pieces from fomia, is open Tuesday (212) 888-9840. 
bitions, the TGV offers a mul- Napoleon's collection such as through Sunday, 10 a.m. to 5 -Christie Gaskin 
titude of choices. Beffart not Sevres porcelain and a dis- p.m. Admission is free, but 
only dedicates one chapter to play of Empress Josephine's advance parking reservations Photo Credits 
each of France's main re- jewels, including the diamond are required (310-458-2003). Cover: Marc RomaneilijThe 

gions, but he also offers some tiara given to her by N apo- Image Bank 
p. 7: (top) Klaus Reisinger; 

sample tour options, with de- leon (Van Cleef & Arpels). The works of Swedish Im- Black Star 
tails on train times and tick- This exhibit is open seven pressionist Anders Zorn will (bottom) Stock Imagery 

ets. The first-time visitor, for days a week from 9 a.m. until be on display at the Isabella p 8-9: Masa Clemura/Leo de 

example, may want to try the 10 p.m. Oast entry 8 p.m.). Stewart Gardner Museum in 
Wys, Inc. 

p. 10: European Community 
"Mini-TGV Trip," which in- Tickets are $11 for adults, $10 Boston through August 22. p. 13: European Community 
eludes adventures in the Bur- for Seniors (60 and over), and Born in Sweden in 1860, Zorn p. 14: Regis BossujSygma 

gundy district, the western $6 for children (five to 16). described himself as a peas- p. 16-17: Ken Straiton/The 
Stock Market 

Alps, the Loire Valley, and For more information call ant who painted the portraits p. 17: Belgian Tourist Office 
Brittany, with plenty of time 1-800-755-8777. of Sweden's royalty. He also p. 18: Nance Trueworthy/ 

left to explore Paris itself-all became the portraitist of Gamma Lia ison 
p. 19: Belgian Tourist Office 

in seven days! The Age of Baroque in three American presidents: p. 21: De Waele/Photo News; 
Because of its unique Portugal is the first major art Grover Cleveland, William Gamma Liaison 

focus on the high speed train, exhibition sent to the United Howard Taft, and Theodore p. 22: Stevens/Sipa 

France on the TGV does not States by Portugal. Organized Roosevelt. 
p. 23: Marvullo/Belgian Tourist 

Office 
include many of France's by the National Gallery of Art This exhibit focuses on p. 26: Hornbak-Christensen; 
charming little villages and in Washington, DC and the Zorn's male and female por- Sipa 

country idylls, since they are Portuguese Secretariat of traits, paintings of city life, p. 29: European Community 
p. 30 Regis Bossu/Sygma 

generally not anywhere near State for Culture, this exhibit nudes, salon paintings, and p. 34: Ken Redmond 
the TGV system. As Beffart features 115 art objects from ethnographic scenes. p. 35: Ken Redmond 

points out, however, a rental 18th century Portugal. Items The Gardner Museum is p. 37: Greek National Tourist 

car can always increase your on display include a carved open Tuesday to Sunday from 
Organization 

p. 38: Irish Tourist Board 
options. But for the modem, and gilded wood altarpiece 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission is p. 39: British Travel Authority 
efficient traveler, business or from Evora, table silver of $6 for adults, $3 for seniors, p. 40: (Balladur) Jean Bernard 

pleasure, it can be highly rec- 18th century nobility, elabo- and free for children under Vernier /Sygma 
(Jackson) Sam Emerson/ 

ommended. As Beffart pre- rately carved furniture , and 12. For more information call Harpo/Sygma 
diets, with the current plans exquisite jewels. There is also 617-278-5107. p. 41: Ctschaenj Sipa 

to link a TGV system with a special section featuring the p. 42: JOB/Sipa 

several neighboring coun- Portuguese hand-painted Even for connoisseurs, the 
p. 43: Danish Tourist Board 
p. 44: Clyde Hamm 

tries, including the UK blue-and-white tiles known as Nuremberg exhibition of 180 
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